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Bush troubled
by rising gas
prices,says
no quick fix

WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush said Monday
that he's troubled by rising gas
prices and will take a look at
proposals to relieve the crisis
but warned that there is no
quick fix.
"It's been a
while in the
making
and
it's going to be
a while that we
solve the problem,"
Bush
said in an
interview on
Bush
ABC's "Good
Morning Amenca." "We're too
dependent on foreign oil and we
need to be exploring more at
home."
Bush said the rising cost of
gas "troubles me a lot" because
it is "like a tav. on the working
people."
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton
and Republican presumptive
nominee John McCain have
proposed, with variations, a
summertime suspension of federal gas taxes. Other proposals
include a windfall-profits tax on
oil companies, supported by
Clinton. Democratic rival
Barack Ohama and many other
Democrats: and new refineries.
nuclear power plants and
drilling in the Alaska wilderness, supported by Bush.
"We'll analyze some of these
suggestions. but the key is that
we think long-term for America,
that we diversify away from oil
and we're wise and build new
refinenes and increase supply
for the American consumers,"
Bush said in the interview on
the White House grounds with
his wife, Laura
He said he understands the
pinch for working families and
that sonic people will cut hack
on summertime travel. The federal tax rebate on the way to
taxpayers will help, he said.
"One way to help solve it, of
course, is by sending some of
the money hack. That's what's
happening now as we speak.
There's a rebate going back to
the people, which should help,"
Bush said. He reiterated his call
for Congress to make permanent the tax cuts enacted during
his administration.
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Event goes
on Saturday
with cheers,
memories

— CELEBRATE — REMEMBER — FIGHT BACK —

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The rain may have postponed
Relay for Life for the first time
in 12 years but it surely didn't
quench the spirits of those who
rallied on Saturday to cheer on
the survivors, raise money for
future cures and remember the
memories of those who lost
their battle to cancer.
"It was as wonderful today as
it was awful last night," said
Kathy Hodge, chairwoman of
marketing and communications
for Relay. 'There was a continuos crowd all day long."
Hodge added that having the
event on Saturday nteant that
some people could attend and
others couldn't because of prior
obligations.
"Murray, Kentucky and
Murray State University is second to none," said Tracy
HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
McKinney. chairman of Relay
The Relay for Life banner, above, is raised at the for Life.
beginning of the Survivor Lap Saturday morning at
Clouds and rain Friday turned
Roy Stewart Stadium. In the background, the event into clear
skies and sun shine
flags fly proud boasting this year's motto: Remember. Saturday
morning as the surCelebrate. Fight Back. (Left): Members of The
vivors kick-started the event
Eighth Wonders, a breast cancer support group, stand
with the Survivor Lap around
ready to begin marching in the Survivor Lap.
the track at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Bystanders gathered
along the sidelines to clap and
cheer them on to the music of
was then drained of water to trackhoe and we pumped the "We Are the Champions."
For Mark and Leanna
recover Ahart's body.
water out to get to him. We didWiggins Relay holds a personal
"We brought in more track- n't know how long he had been
meaning.
hoes, dozers and other equip- there when we got there."
Mark lost his father to lung
ment to try to lift it, but that didAhart was pronounced dead at
cancer and Leanna's father died
n't work," Burkeen said. 'The the scene at 5:21 p.m. by the
of prostate cancer.
ground was unstable so a gentle- Calloway County Coroner's
As a professor in the exercise
man on another trackhoe built a
dam around the overturned
Obituary on page 3A.

Saturday trackhoe accident claims life of Almo man
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
DEXTER. Ky. - An Almo man
was killed Saturday afternoon
when the trackhoe he was operating overturned.
Gary W. Ahart, 51, was working in a gravel pit near South
Hopkins Road just before 4 p.m.

Saturday when the equipment
overturned pinning him underneath the vehicle and under
water that had accumulated in
the pit.
Calloway County DES Chief
Ronnie Burkeen said rescue
workers were forced to create a
temporary dam in the pit which

III See Page 2A

Graves County trying
to save historic school
HICKORY, Ky. (AP) — The
remnants of the Hickory
Colored School has holes in the
ceiling and cracks in the foundation.
The building looks like a relic
of history, but Graves County
Superintendent Brady Link sees
something else. Link envisions a
refurbished school that will educate students across the country
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about African-American education in the 1920s.
"This is more than just a
Graves County project," Link
said "We're preserving pan of
the Afncan-American community in Graves County. It will
show how far we've come from
how it used to be and how far
we still have to go."
To help preserve the crumbling building, the school system on Friday accepted a
$50,000 grant from Lowe's and
the National Trust for Historic
Preservation to restore the
school and convert it into a
museum and learning center.
Rob Duncan, manager of the
Lowe's in Mayfield. said $1
million is being donated to
restore 17 schools build by

III See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
CITYWIDE YARD SALE: Bargain hunters turned Out by the score Saturday hunting buried
treasure dunng the Spring Citywide Yard Sale A large sale set up in the parking lot at Murray'
Calloway Central Park was a popular destination.
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Education officials going national
with search for new president
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API _
When Kentucky's Council on
Postsecondary Education last
set out to find a new permanent
president, the search was suspended under the uncertainty of
a heated governor's race and a
lack of candidates.
Now, after the resignation last

week of embattled interim president Brad Cowgill, education
officials are starting a new
national search. This time,
they're counting on different
results.
Uncertainty has surrounded
the council's leadership since
former president Toni Layzell
first announced his plans that he
would retire after his contract

expired in April 2007. Layzell
stayed on through the end of
September, after the council
was unable to find a permanent
replacement.
List July. the council decided
it would instead hire an interim
president, picking Cowgill for
that role. His contract expired
last week.

War vet charged with killing Guardsman
scheduled to go on trial in Wickliffe
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) _
Western Kentucky prosecutors
have dropped a manslaughter
charge against a I6-year-old in
connection with the death of a
Kentucky National Guardsman.
The charge against William
Corey Adams was dropped
Friday as part of a plea deal in
which Adams pleaded guilty to
receiving a stolen gun, wanton
endangerment, tampering with
evidence, possession of a handgun by a minor and possession
of a defaced firearm.
The deal was made in
exchange for Adams' testimony
in the trial of an Iraq war veteran scheduled for Monday in
Bardwell.
Cody Morris, 19, is charged
with murder, wanton endangerment and tampering with evi-

dence in the death of fellow
guardsman Casey Lee Hall, 18,
who had just returned from boot
camp.
Hall died from a gunshot
wound last year at his home in
Bardwell, where five people
between the ages of 16 and 20
were playing video games.
According to previous testimony from Sheriff Steve
McChristian, 19-year-old Matt
Turnbow said Morris and
Adams were scuffling with a
gun when it discharged and shot
Hall.
The teenagers initially told
sheriffs deputies that Hall shot
himself, but Turnbow later told
deputies that was not true.
Morris is accused of placing a
gun in Hall's hand to make his
death look like a suicide.

Mark Bryant, one of Morris'
attorneys, said he intends to
show during the trial that Morris
was suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder at the time
of the shooting.
"On his 18th birthday he went
to Iraq, and he served there for a
year," Bryant said. "He was
asked and required to do many,
many violent things in service
of our country, and when he
came back, he came back as an
entirely different person."
Adams, who is to be sentenced June 5, may also have to
testify when Turnbow is tried.
He is charged with evidence
tampering.
Morris' trial was expected to
last three days.

Photos provided

Members of the Pella team, above, stand under their sign Saturday afternoon dunng the 12th
Annual Relay for Life event. Pella won first place for Most Money Raised Corporate Team
($15,337.34) and first place for Best Relay Sign (Extinguishing Cancer.) Pictured below, participants pause for a photo at their "Roping A Cure" campsite. More Relay pictures Tuesday.
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•Relay For Life.
From Front
science program at Murray
State, Mark said he knew there
Was something he could do to
help.
He started the Exercise and
Cancer Recovery program twoand-a-half years ago in an effort
to reach out to survivors and
those with cancer.
"It's partly research.- he said,
calling out greetings to survivors as they walked. "But
doing something we can do to
help out in whatever way we
"Seeing the survivors come
around on the first lap was so
awesome," he added.
The Friday cancellation was
"kind of a disappointment." said
Wiggins. "But today is so much
better."
At the Murray Women's Club
Music Department tent, Tracy
Wortham and Amy Roos said
having the event on Saturday
created a different participation
crowd.
"There was a good crowd but
it wasn't all at once,- said
Wortharn. "It was a consistent
crowd but it was dispersed
throughout the day."

Roos agreed adding, "We're
not going to :be wiped out
tomorrow. It was really a nice
McKinney said given the
amount of events happening
over the weekend with Murray
High Prom, city-wide yard sales
and sporting events, "it was a
relay like no other. Our community still came through and
supported us.And support they did.
From the young to the old,
people were busy fundraising
and the numbers speak for
themselves.
The youth team first place
winner was First United
Methodist Church who raised
$4,524: the university student
winning team was Alpha Sigma
Alpha who raised $2,386.90:
the individual winner was
Tiffany Shemwell who raised
$2,155: the non-corporate team,
Eighth Wonders, took first place
for Most Money Raised NonCorporate with an amount of
$7.551.39 and the corporate
winner, Pella raised $15,337.34.
The final amount of money
raised, after the finance committee stayed up till 2:30
Sunday morning crunching

numbers, was $2013,029.97,
MCKinney reported.
"Everybody just pulls togeth
er ass team," he said.
According to Hodge this
Relay year ends Aug. 30 "so
we'll be adding more to the total
until then.Other awards included:
*Best Campsite Corporate
Team: The Murray Bank
•Best
NonCampsite
Corporate Team:
Murray
Woman's
Music
Club
Department
*Best Team Theme: St. Leo's
Catholic Church and Der "B" A
Cure
•Most Team Spirit: Eighth
Wonders
*Most
Onsite
Original
Fundraiser:
First United
Methodist Church Youth
*Best Relay Baton: Wal-Mart
*Best Relay Sign: Pella
•1009 Participation: Kenlake
Foods
*Team Smart Award: ROTC
*People's Choice Award:
iKids
•Last
Team
Colleges Against Cancer
*Dream Team: Independence
Home Pharmacy

11 Historic school ...
From Front
Julius Rosenwald in 10 states
The Hickory School, built in
1925 for black students. was
funded in pan by Rosenwald, a
former president of Sears,
Roebuck & Co.. who started a
foundation to build schools for
black students from 1917 to
1932.
By 1932, more than 5,300
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270.759.9200

Call 753-1916

Rosenwald school buildings, 1880 to present time.
teachers' homes and vocational
The women struck gold when
school buildings had been built they found the one-room
in 15 states, mostly in the South. Hickory School, now overThe schools are now on the grown with weeds, on Southern
National
Trust
for Alley, off Ky. 1241. in Hickory.
Preservation's list of the II The House family, whose memmost endangered buildings in bers live mostly out of state,
the United States.
donated the school to the school
"They were given $300 tor it system for the purpose of
to be built, and it cost $2,(XX) to restoration.
be built.- said Debbie Smith,
The grant will help repair and
Gifted and Talented coordina- stabilize the school, then move
tor/teacher for Graves County. it to the high school's campus in
"It would be cheaper for us to a wooded area that can be seen
build a new building, but that's from the Jackson Purchase
not our goal. Our goal is to Parkway.
restore the building as much as
Architect Don Riley designed
we can.a foundation for the school and
Smith and Kim Wheeler,com- said once it is moved, plans for
munity education director. the building include a replica
found the school while running outhouse, coal house and a
the school system's initiative to museum and gift shop.
find and chronicle all the county
"It's many months and years
schools. Si) far, the Chalk Dust from completion," Link said.
Project has documented around "We don't have enough money
160 schools that were spread to finish this project. But workthroughout the county, one of ing together Ill this community
the state's largest, from around we can make it happen."

Nlurray- Ledger & Times

• Obituaries
Gary W. Ahart

Photos provided
'during the 12th
:or porate Team
_trod below. parctures Tuesday.

Gary W. Ahart, 51, Charley Miller Road, Almo, died Saturday,
May 3, 2008, at 5:25 p.m. in an accident on Charley Miller Road.
A foster parent for 16 years, tie had helped put
on the Christmas party for foster children every
year. He was an active member of Dexter Church
of Christ and had worked for the last several years
building the family gravel business, Ahart Gravel
& Sand. He was born Oct. 30, 1956 in Murray.
Preceding him in death were his grandparents,
Albert (Pete) and Ethelene Ahart and Lonnie
(Buster) and Edith Elkins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Debbie Young
Ahart, to whom he was married May 16, 1975;one
Arian
daughter, Arnie Lyons and husband, Chad,one son,
Cary Ahart and fiancee, Rachel, parents, Homer
and Betty Elkins Ahart, three foster sons, Beau Holmes, Carlos Felix
and Jeremy Martin, one sister, Rhonda Culver and husband, Shawn,
one brother, Kenneth Ahart and wife, Shirley, six grandchildren,
Joseph. Justin and Jamie Russell, Chandler and Avery Lyons and
Cara Ahart; foster grandson, Sean Lee, all of Almo.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller
Funeral Home. Luke Puckett and John Mayes will officiate. Gary
Ahart Memorial will follow at Dexter Church of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m, today
(Monday). Online
at
condolences
may
be
made
www.imesmillercom. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Gary Ahart Memorial, Dexter Church of Christ Cemetery Fund, do
Harvey Puckett, 95 Walnut St., Dexter, KY 42036.

Thomas M. Woods
Thomas M. Woods, 77, Neale Trail, Murray, died Saturday, May
3, 2008, at 5:15 p.m. at his home.
An Army veteran, he was a retired railroad conductor working 20 years with Chesapeake and Ohio
Company. He was a member of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church and the Heaven Help Us
Sunday School Class..
Born Oct. 30, 1930, in Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Kelly M. Woods and Venezuela Sue Higgins. Also
preceding him in death were one sister, Wilodean Pate, and a half
brother. Johnny Woods.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Jean Alton Woods; two
daughters, Kathy Dowdy, Murray, and Connie Ross and husband,
Bill, Farmington; one son, Carl T. Woods and wife, Belle. Murray;
one brother, Relius Woods and wife, Nancy, Paducah; half brother,
Kelly Woods and wife, Davanna, Murray; eight grandchildren,
Thomas Russell Dowdy, Christian A. Woods, Joseph' Adams
Woods, Stephanie Woods, Melanie Jean Miller. Gine Gail Tidwell,
Justin Alexander and Austin Alexander.
The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m, in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev, Gene Burkeen will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday). Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church, 84 Cherry Corner Rd., Murray, KY
42071.

Oliver Davis Hammack
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Oliver Davis Hammack, stillborn infant, died Thursday. May 1,
2008, at 9 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his parents. Jay and Julie Hammack. and two
grandmothers, Charlotte M. Hammack and Mary E. Bartlett, all of
Murray; great-grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. James D Mills, Milan.
Tenn.; several aunts, uncles and cousins. Preceding him in death
were two grandfathers. Larry E. Bartlett and Dr. James W.
Hammack Jr. A graveside service was today (Monday)at 10 a.m. at
the Murray City Cemetery. Fr. Mike Williams officiated. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.

Pamela A. Katan

OBITUARIES / INTERNATIONAL

U.S.: 9 Shiite extremists killed in attack
BAGHDAD (AP)
A U.S.
Air Force gunship strafed Shiite
extremists who attacked U.S.
soldiers in Baghdad this morning and the military said it killed
at least nine militants in recent
clashes in the capital.
Iraqi health officials said 41
that people, including women
and children, have been wounded since Sunday in the militia
stronghold of Sadr City, where
U.S. and Iraqi forces are battling
the followers of radical antiAmerican cleric Muqtada al-

The funeral for Mrs M.urial Wright was today (Monday) at II
a m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church. Rev. Dennis Not-veil and Rev.
Ryker Wilson officiated. Music was by Poplar
Spring Baptist Church Choir. Pallbearers were
Kevin and Sean Kelly, Ben and Man Wright,
Brandon Molle', and Brad Galloway. Bunal was in
the Barnett Cemetery. Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Building Fund, 749
Poplar Spring Dr.. Murray, KY 42071; or Life
House,602 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071; or New
Beginnings Transition Homes, P.O. Box 1736,
Murray, KY 42071; or Gideons, P.O. Box 931,
Wright
Murray. KY 42071.
Mrs. Wright, 96, Murray, died Thursday. May I. 2008, at 9:05
a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. A member of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church. she was active in the WMU,taught Vacation Bible
School for many years and taught the Senior Adult Ladies Class for
over 40 years.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Ralph A. Wright. Born
April 22, 1912. in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
John Wyatt and Emma Miller Wyatt.
Survivors include one daughter, Carol Joyce Kelly and husband.
Dan, and two sons, Ronald Paul Wright and wife, Linda, and
Timothy J.H. Wright, all of Murray; one stepson, Buford Wright and
wife. Robbie, Halls, Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Kevin Kelly and
wife, Stephanie. Sean Kelly and wife, Tracey, Jessica Kelly, Ben
Wright and wife. Leah, Jennifer Wilson and husband, Ryker,
Heather Molle' and husband. Brandon, Matt Wright and wife.
Kathy, and Crystal Galloway and husband. Brad; 13 great-grandchildren. Kelsey, Kristen, Kennedy and Jackson Kelly. Samantha
Molle', Logan Wilson. David, T.J. and Meredith Wnght, Bethany
and Aric Galloway, and Jay and Aurora Pickett; 14 stepgrandchildren; many stepgreat-grandchildren.

Sadr.
The military confirmed that
two Iraqi civilians were wounded in a Hellfire missile attack
late Sunday in Baghdad's southwestern Aamel neighborhood
and were evacuated to a military
hospital.
Clashes erupted before noon
Monday iti the militia stronghold of Shula and heavy gunfire
could be heard. Apache attack
helicopters could be seen circling the center of Shula and
U.S. armored vehicles blocked

cnticited their use in urban ‘ei
tings where milinls may he
among crowded population,, of
noncombatants. The four-engine
gunships were also used to support the U.S. attack that took the
western city of Fallujah front
insurgents in November 200.4.
U.S. and Iraqi officials have
accused militants of using civil
ians as human shields during
street battles that started more
than six weeks ago following a
government vow to crack down
on the militias.

entrances into the neighborhood.
Earlier today, U.S. soldiers
called for air support after coming under fire from a rocket propelled grenade and small arms
in Kazimiyah district. More than
an hour later, one militant was
killed with rounds from an AC130 gunship, the military said.
The AC-130, a lethal tool
used by the military since the
Vietnam War, can slowly circle
over a target for long periods.
Human rights groups have

Iraq's first lady survives bombing; Iraq officials
consider evidence of Iranian support for militants
BAGHDAD (AP) — Iraq's
first lady escaped unharmed
Sunday from a bomb attack in
downtown Baghdad that struck
her motorcade, injuring four
body guards.
President Jalal Talabani's
wife, Him Ibrahim Ahmed, was
headed to the city's central
National Theater to attend a cultural festival when her motorcade was hit in the Karrada div.
trict, according to the president's office. It was unclear
whether she was the target or the
attack was a random bombing.
In fighting Sunday, U.S.
troops killed 18 Shiite extremists in unrelenting street battles
in the capital's Shiite militia
strongholds of Sadr City, Shula
and New Baghdad.
Iraqi health officials said at
least 10 people — including two
children — were killed in 24
hours of fighting in Sadr City, a
slum of 2.5 million people and a
stronghold for the Shiite Mahdi
Army militia of radicai cleric
Muqtada al-Sadr, who is
believed to be living in Iran. It
was unclear whether any Shiite
extremists were included in the
figure because health authorities
did not provide a breakdown.
Outside the city. U.S. troops
on Sunday killed nine al-Qaida
insurgents, including three who
were wearing suicide vests, in a
clash near Lake Than Thar in the
predominantly
Sunni
Salahuddin province northwest
of Baghdad, the military said,
Two other al-Qaida insurgents
were killed in Samarra north of
Baghdad on Saturday, it said.
In addition, the U.S. military

reported Sunday that II alQaida insurgents were killed
over the weekend in central and
northern Iraq, after a powerful
roadside bomb killed four
Marines on Friday in the deadliest attack in months in the former al-Qaida stronghold of
western Anbar province.
Amid spiraling violence,
Iraqi government spokesman
Ali al-Dabbagh and U.S.
spokesman Rear Adm. Patrick
Driscoll vowed during a news
conference Sunday to maintain
crackdowns.
Iraq is seeking to increase
leverage on Iran, accused by the
United States of financing and
training Shiite militants in Iraq
and of funneling lethal weapons
into the country. Iranian off)cials have denied the allegalions.
Asked about reports that
some rockets made in 2007 or
2008 and seized in raids against
militias were directly supplied
by Iran, al-Dabbagh replied:
"There is no conclusive evidence."
A five-member Iraqi delegation returned Saturday from
Tehran where they held meetings aimed at halting the suspected Iranian aid to militiamen.
Al-Dabbagh said Iraq wants
friendly ties with Iran and
stressed both countries share
common interests.
"We can't ignore or deny we
are neighbors. We do not want
to be Oushed in a struggle with
any country, especially tram" he
said during the news conference.
"We are fed up with past ten-

sions that we have paid a costly
price for because some parties
have pushed Iraq (in the past) to
take an aggressive attitude
toward Iran."
Iran's Fars news agency
reported that Iranian negotiators
told their Iraqi counterparts that
as long as the U.S. carried out
attacks against the Mahdi Army
in Sadr City, Iran would not
restart security talks with the
Americans.
Driscoll said the "multinational force endorses all dialogue," but he said Iranian
involvement in destabilizing
Iraq was mostly an "issue
between the government of Iraq
— a sovereign nation — and
Iran to discuss and seek resolution."
Al-Dabbagh said Iraq is
"seizing every opportunity to
establish good relations with
Iran" and called the security
crackdown an internal affair.
"No other party. except the
Iraqis, has anything to do with
this issue," he said.
U.S and Iraqi forces have
been battling militia members
for weeks as part of an Iraqi
government crackdown on the
lighters. The clashes have
caused deep rifts among Iraq's
Shiite majority and have pulled
U.S. troops into difficult urban
combat.
Al-Dabbagh said the government has been largely unable to
implement a $100 million project to rebuild Sadr City because
of lack of secunty. The poor
neighborhood badly needs rehabilitation of sewage, water and
electricity networks.

"We continue to target
Special Groups that are causing
the majority of the violence."
Driscoll said about elite fighters
allegedly backed by Iran.
Militia members have been
blamed for firing hundreds of
rockets or mortars from Sadr
City into the Green Zone. the
U.S.-protected area housing the
U.S. Embassy and much of the
Iraqi government. In the past
month, more than a dozen people — including two American
civilians and soldiers — have
been killed inside the zone during the attacks.
In response to a question
about reports that regular fighters of the Mahdi Army are
increasingly joining the fight.
Driscoll said: "It is difficult to
say. I don't know that for fact."
Driscoll, meanwhile, said
there was "no place for alQaida" to hide in Iraq and U.S.
troops were continuing to hunt
them down in Diyala province
and the city of Mosul, where
many are believed to have fled
north from Baghdad.
Increasing attacks against
U.S. forces have heightened
concerns that al-Qaida in Iraq is
regrouping after suffering a serous blow last year when thoic.
sands of Sunni tribesmen turned
against the terrorist point
which is blamed for most cti
Iraq's car bombings and And*
attacks.
terror
The
networt
announced April 19 that it 411.
launching a one-month offetfsive against U.S. troops and
U.S.-allied Sunnis.

Soldiers lull 2 in Somalia riot over food prices

Pamela A Kilian, 54, Murray, dip Sunday. May 4, 2008, at 2.15
p.ni. at her home. Born Jan. 2, 1954. she was the daughter of the late
Somalia
MOGADISHU,
Charles and Marjorie Katan. One brother. Eugene Katan. also preceded her in death Survivors include one sister, Patricia Mosley, (AP) — Troops opened fire and
Essex Junction, Vt. No services are scheduled Churchill-Imes killed at least two people as tens
Family Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements. Online con- of thousands of people rioted
over high food prices in
dolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
Somalia's capital this morning,
Several people also were
David PAINs
David Mills, 87, Paducah. died Saturday, May 3, 2008, at 11:40 injured in the protest in
Mogadishu in this Horn of
pin. at Parkview Nursing and Rehab, Paducah.
A retired draftsman for Union Carbide, he was a member of Africa nation.
Prices of rice and other food
Reidland United Methodist Church and was a Navy veteran of
World War II. Preceding him in death were his par- staples have been nsing rapidly
ents, Fred and Margaret Elan Mills, and several around the world, boosted by
poor weather in some nations
brothers and sisters
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Robbie Hurt and rising demand. In Africa,
Mills, to whom he had been married for 56 years; prices of some staple foods have
one son, Alan Mills, Paducah, one daughter, Gloria Fowler, Cape increased more than 50 percent
Girardeau, Mo., one sister. Margaret Mills, Johnston City, Ill.; two in a matter of weeks.
The
Somali
protesters
brothers, James Mills, Johnston City, and Fred Mills, Madisonville,
include women and children,
three grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I I a.m. in the chapel of Milner and who marched to protest the
Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev. Sky McCracken will officiate. refusal of traders to accept old
Burial will follow in the Goshen Cemetery in the Stella community 1,000-shilling notes, blaming
of Calloway County. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Reidland United Methodist Church. 5515 Reidland Rd., Paducah,
KY 42002.
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that for the skyrocketing food
prices.
Soon after, tens of thousands
of people took to the streets,
hurling stones that smashed the
windshields of several cars and
buses. Rocks also were thrown
at shops and chaos erupted at the
capital's main Bakara market
Hundreds of shops and
restaurants
in
southern
Mogadishu closed their doors
for fear of looting. Dr. Dahir
Dhere said a man wounded in
the protests died on the way to
an operating room at the capital's main Medina Hospital.
Protester Abdinur Farah says
he was marching with his uncle
in southern Mogadishu when
government troops opened fire
and wounded his relative_ He
said his uncle died before they

But, "This time, I'm going
could take him to the hospital.
In Mogadishu, the price of further: It must be eliminated."
2.2 pounds of corn meal has he said in a statement. Wade
gone from 12 cents in January to suggested its assets be trans25 cents. Another staple, nce, ferred to the U.N. International
has gone up in that time from Fund
for
Agricultural
$26 to $47.50 for a 50-kilogram Development, which he said
was more efficient, and that that
sack.
Protests also have been held agency set up headquarters in
in three other African countries, Africa "at the heart of the probincluding Senegal. whose presi- lem." FAO officials could not
dent on Sunday called for the immediately be reached for
United Nations to dismantle its comment.
and
Agriculture
Wade's government respondFood
Organization, calling it an inef- ed to protest marches by securfective money-eater that failed ing a deal with India that ensures
to help avert the global food cri- Senegal's needs of 600.((X) tons
sis. Senegal's leader, President of rice a year are met for the
Abdoulaye Wade, said he had next six years. In Burkina Fasn,
long called for the Rome-based the government eliminated
organization to be transferred to duties and taxes on rice, salt,
Afhca, "near the 'sick ones' it milk and all products used to
prepare food for children.
•
pretends to care for.-
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Dipitillery!
Performing arts
all day!
"Family sitieweley
"FREE INstillery
fon
Mrs
'Baskets "Paintings
'Photography
E mail testi% AO mationeouniyarts.COM
le.luried exhibits
Cali Molly at 270.692.5503

Semi-pro basketball!
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Lebanon Lamers
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visitlebanonky@alltel net Negiapic

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Bone Marrow Donor Drive
scheduled on Tuesday

Former Murrayan named as Athletic Trainer of the Year
ORLANDO, Fla. -- The
Athletic Trainers' Association of
Florida (ATAF) has announced
that Bo McDougal, ATC, LAT
has been selected as theii 2007
Collega/University
Athletic
Trainer of the Year. .
McDougal is completing his
25th year at Jacksonville University and second in the role
of director of sports medicine.
He oversees a staff of five
athletic trainers and 20 students from the University of
North Florida and is responsible for the daily care, as well
as prevention and rehabilitation of student-athlete injuries
for the school's eighteen Division 1 teams.
McDougal also serves as a
crew member with The National Center for Drug Free Sports
and has provided athletic training coverage for special events
such as the W.T.A. Sunkist
Championships (1986), U.S.
Fencing Association Southeast
Championships (1987), and
NCAA men's basketball regionals in Orlando(2004), Nashville
(2005), and Jacksonville (2006).
He has also assisted with U.S.
based touring and national
teams as they trained in Jack-

Photo provided
Pictured are Larry Starr, MEd, ATC, LAT, left, with Bo
McDougal, ATC, LAT.
sonville, including the U.S. Synchronized Swimming team as
they prepared for the Pan American Games in 1991.
McDougal assisted with the
1984 U.S. Olympics Gymnastics Trials and the U.S. Gym-

nastics Federation McDonalds
National Championships in
1985. He has also worked with
the Athletes in Action on overseas trips to Europe (Poland
& Greece) in 1990 and the
former Soviet Union in 1994.

He was selected to work at
the Olympic Training Center
in 1996. This past summer, he
served as an athletic trainer
for People to People at the
Ambassador Games in Vienna,
Austria.
Before coming to JU,
McDougal served as a graduate assistant at both Arizona
State and Murray State Teachers College, Murray, Ky.. his
alma mater. He earned his bachelor's degree in Health and
Physical Education from Murray State in 198i before completing his master's degree in
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance in 1988.
He is a licensed trainer in
Florida and a certified member of the National Athletic
Trainers' Association, Southeastern Athletic Trainers' Association, and Athletic Trainers'
Association of Florida.
McDougal and his wife,
Lois, who are both active members of First Baptist Church
Jacksonville, have one child,
Milya. He has two stepsons,
Jeremy and Brian, a grandson,
Kyle, and a granddaughter, Ashlee.

Local residents will
graduate from WKCTC

Photo provided
Pictured is Jarma Bell, secretary of the Alumni and Associates
of Calloway County Schools, with some of the Paula Deen's
kits.

Alumni and Associates
participating in fundraiser
The Alumni and Associates
of Calloway Co. Schools will
be participating in a fundraiser selling Paula Deen's Low
Country Culinary Kits.
Each kit contains five of
Paula's popular seasonings, a
decorative keepsake bag and
biscuit mix, as well as recipe
cards from The Lady and Sons

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

NAPPENINCIS
by Minna Peeler
This has been a wild and 1:11/!r week'
We base several new residents and we've
been busy getting to know each other
We appreciate Mark tarheart from
Kirksey tinned Methodist Church coming out and conducting Bible study for us
this week
We had a special resident luncheon on
Tuesday and our cooks expenmented
with some new recipes Of course, we
enjoyed the ice cream sundaes the best
Ethel loaded up the van along with
refreshments and took oft to 1.13l. We
enjoyed seeing all of the buffalo, elk and
turkey, The buffalos decided to lie down
in the road in tron«ir us' Since we couldn't get around them, we took the opportunity to have our refreshments
We celebrated the Kentucky Ikrby our
own way with "Ran For The ROW,- at
Hickory Woods Ruble Taylor had the
fastest horse and he won the red roses
Our ladies dressed in the', most beautitul
hat, they had decorated themselves Nell
NorswortIty win the prize for the most
beautiful hat and hers even lit up' I think
Maxine Houston had the most unusual
hat with several different types of flowers
and I'm not sure what else was on it
However, all of the ladies looked beautitul and we had a great rime
Fnday afternoon we had planned to
pitch washers and play game,outside NI
we had to cancel due to the storm so we
played Bingo instead
We've got some new thing, developing
in the activity department and we look
forward 10 seeing what's going to be happening next week
_Nothing else looks or feels like home
hut we come close
514 Utterbark Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone.(2701 75941700 • 1.888.131.5014

Restaurant in Savannah. Ga.
Kits are available immediately from Alumni Board members or by contacting Sharon
Furches at 293-8151 or sfurches CO mchsi.com.
Paula Deen's proceeds support the Civitan International
Foundation including research
projects involving abnormal
brain development, autism spectrum disorders, developmental
disabilities and mental retardation
The Alumni proceeds will
enhance the student programs
at Calloway County High
School and directly benefit the
Scholarship Fund.

R. Gibbs. Susan Joan Govern,
Jared Va'hayne Henson, Patrick
Emanuel Johnson, Tanya Sue
McIntosh. Hope M. O'DonnellHill, *Chase A.Ottway,"Leslie
Ranae Sanders, Christie Stalls,
*Stacey
L.Staples, James
D.Stubblefield, Gena Gail Taylor-Tidwell, *Wesley DonTucker, Jesse K.Tumer and **Jacob
AaronYoung.
Diplomas - Heather Renea'
Butler, Thomas Wilson Hornbuckle, Jemmia Leys, Whitney
Kate Puckett and Jason E.Stubblefield.
Certificates - Emily Brooke
Anderson, Paul E.Berhow.
Anthony Lee Birmingham,
April Michelle Borden, Ashely Fay Briggs, Matt Ryan Butterworth, Michael James Cagle,
Daryl
Cole,
Nicole
A.
Conkright, Kayla Renee' Cooper, Hugh Williams Falwell,
Brandon Michael Ferguson,
Kaylee Lynn Gordon, Samuel
Edmond Gray, Amanda Lynn
Henson, Jennifer A. Hodge, Jennifer Lynn Howard, Thomas
Dewayne Jackson, Patricia Sue
Jones, Alexandra
Kaylinn
Knight, Jessica Dawn Lassiter,
Ashlee Lehrmann, Kaylee
Grace Ligon, Jacob Hunter
Lovett, April Leigh Luffman,
Kaci Dae Mattis, Nathan C.
Marshall, Sheila King Melton,
Eric Paul Miller. Chris Mora,
Brady Orr. Courtney Parker,
Connie Renee Reeves, Amanda Schroader, Jennifer Sue Sexton, Jamie Nell Sholar, Rhonda Marie Smith, Hathaikan
Srifa, Kimberly Ann Story,
Cielita A. Stubblefield, Jana
Deshea Treadway and Pamela
Kay Young.

IF You NAVEAN EVENT TO NINOUNCE
CALL ISAT 753-1916

o
Theatres
'008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAY 8
moviesinmurray.com
Made of Honor

PADUCAH. Ky. — West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College will honor
1.500 candidates for graduation at the 2008 commencement exercises at 7 p.m. May
9 at the Paducah Tilghman
High School Gymnasium. An
honors program will be held
at 5 p.m.
The college has seen a three
percent increase in the number of candidates for degrees.
,liplomas and certificates this
year. Organizers expect as
many as 2.500 family and
friends to attend this year's
ceremony. As many as 350
candidates for graduation are
expected to participate in the
ceremony to receive an associate degree, diploma or certificate.
The ceremony will feature
student speakers Tony Cain with
interpreter, Linda Seed and
Katie Evens, all from Paducah. Both Cain and Evens are
members of the 2008 KCTCS
All-Academic Team.
The following Calloway
C'ounty residents are graduation candidates for associates
degrees, diplomas and certificates. The single * denotes
distinction, which is a cumulative grade point average of
3.4 to 3.599. The double at
denotes high distinction, which
is a cumulative grade point average of a 3.6 to 4.0. Names
are listed by highest credential obtained:
Associates - Karl Walter
Baum. *Michelle OrleanaBennett. "Richard
W.Burres,
Tomeka C. Carman, Andrea
Michelle Cole, Lori K.Delaney,
Richard Neil Edwards, Cody

0

PG13 - 7:20 - 9:35
Forgetting Sarah Marshall
R - 7:30 - 9:45
Harold & Kumar Escape
Guantanamo Bay
R - 7:00 - 9:15

Iron Man
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:50
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

88 Minutes
R - 7:10 - 9:30

Deception
R - 7:25 - 9:40
*****,. *.***..••.....3,
Program InformahonCall 753-3314 •
.k

lo's
Singles scheduled to meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet
Ditebook
By Jo Burkeen Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library. For information call Pat at
Community
489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336. Plans will
Editor
be discussed concerning the Murray Singles
Spring Dance on Saturday, May 17, from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park Pavilion.

Tiger Band plans promotion
Murray High School Tiger Band will have a rebate promotion all day and evening at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the band.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. for a potluck meal and
meeting at 7 p.m

Kappa Department will meet
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Kim
Grasty, Gay Evans. Linda LaRochelle and Barbara Barnett.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

MIIS Club will meet
Murray High School Quarterback Club will meet Wednesday at 5:15 p.m. at the high school to plan the 2009 Golf
Tournament. All parents and boosters are encouraged to attend.

'Women's Health Day' Tuesday
Calloway County will celebrate Women's Health Day on
Tuesday with special screening day for women 40-64 years of
age, underinsured and uninsured. It will be a day of cancer
screening, nutrition education and pampenng with door prizes.
Calloway Health Center with Murray-Calloway County Hospital Women's Pavilion will be doing mammograms. Persons are :
asked to call 753-3381 to sledule a time.

MSU Women's Society plans event
Murray State University Women's Society will have a family potluck picnic on Tuesday from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at Oakhurst,
1510 Main St., hosted by President Randy Dunn and Dr. Ronda
Dunn. Each one is asked to bring a side dish, dessert or fruit
to share. Main dishes and drinks will be provided Entertainment and games will be featured. Persons are asked to RSVP
to Laynie Mitchell at layniealba@gmal.com or 761-4804.

Hazel Club plans fundraiser
Hazel Lions Club will have its sale of light bulbs and
brooms on Tuesday and Thursday from 5:30 p.m. to dark in
both Hazel and Murray. Hughes Bennett, president, urges the
public to participate.

Spanish Class scheduled
Conversational Business Spanish Class will be offered in
June at the Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Sarah Loveless at 1-270-339-8772.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonyme is will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

MWC Board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight at 6:30 at the club house.
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ESTEE LAUDER Fragrances
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Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

smom•efeefx.mom.
*lie Place

Baby Marna
PGI3 - 7:15 - 9:25

Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
have a Bone Marrow Donor Drive on Tuesday from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. in private dining rooms 1 and 2, located on the first
floor of the hospital.
Donors will also be asked to donate a
sample of their DNA through a mouth
swab on a Q-Tip. For information call
762-1117 or 1-800-341-6224.
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Photo provided
At a recent Angels Attic meeting honoring 35 volunteers, it was announced that the store has
now surpassed the half million dollar mark in contributions to the operation of Angels Clinic.

Angels Attic volunteers honored
Angels
Attic volunteers were
honored
with
a
brunch on
their "day
off' (Monon
day)
April 28 in
Lewis
recognition
of
Volunteer Appreciation Month.
Phyllis Lewis was named
as Volunteer of the Year.

At the event it was
announced that contributions
to Angels Clinic recently surpassed the half million dollar
mark in support of the clinic's operation since the store
opened almost five years ago.
A release stated that Angels
Attic is extremely proud of
the work their volunteers have
done to reach this figure, as
well as being proud of the
community for their many donations that have been made for
the success of the thrift store.

Proceeds from the store support the free Angels Clinic
which serves the working uninsured public.
If anyone would like to
become a volunteer or contribute items to Angels Attic,
just come to the store located
at 920 Chestnut St. Store hours
are Tuesday through Saturday
from II a.m. to 5 p.m. Donations are accepted Monday
through Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

Photo provided
DONATION MADE: The Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa recently made a donation to the
Calloway County High School Project Graduation Committee. Jean Watkins and Betty Hassell
of Alpha Delta Kappa are pictured with Katy Walls, CCHS Project Graduation Faculty Sponsor,
and CCHS seniors Michelle Norsworthy, Anthony Jeffrey and Jeff Leister.
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Photo provided
CPR MASKS GIVEN: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 recently presented 35 CPR Masks
to the Murray Fire Department so that each fireman will have this valuable tool. The presentation was made at their April meeting with the presentation being made by, from loft, Lodge'
827 member Mark Anderson, MFD Assistant Chief James Eldndge, MFD Chief Mike Skinner.'
MFD Lietenant Brian Wells and Woodmen of the World Field Representative Nancy
Buchanan.
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Photo provided
RIBBON CUTTING: Members of the Murray State University Curris Center Theatre Advisory
Board celebrated the theatre's renovation at a ribbon cutting ceremony Friday, April 18.
Following the ceremony the movie "Coal Miner's Daughter." screenplay written by MSU alumnus Tom Rickman, was shown in the theatre Rickman spoke to the group via web camera and
answered audience questions. Pictured, from left are Jim Bauer, Curris Center director, Will
Doran, sophomore at Murray High School, Mike Waag, Kara Mantooth, junior MSU student
and SGA president-elect. Jeanie Morgan, SGA coordinator, Nolan Jackson, junior at Murray
High School and Marlene and Charles Johnson.

Ladiesofklurragountrifelub
The ladies ot the Murray
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club.
Barbara Gray, hostess, has
released the lineup as follows:
Tee I - B.J. Purdom, Cyndi
Cohoon ant; Ve Sevents:
Tee 3 - Freda Steely, Vickie Baker, Peggy Shoemaker
and Marsha Beam:
Tee 6 - Barbara Gray, Norma
Frank and Susan Johnsor:
Tee 9 - Sheila Henry. Belly
Stewart and Pats v Green;

Nine Holes
Tee 1-A - Jane Meyer, Ann
Stanley and Patsy Oakley:
Tee I -B - Betty Lowry and
Rainey Apperson.
Winners of the golf play
held April 30 were as follows:
Championship flight - Debbie Hixson. first. and B.J. Putdom. second;
First flight - Jennifer Crouse
first, and Freda Steely. second;
Second flight - Patsy Green,
first, and Vickie Baker. second:
Nine Holes - Jane Meyer:

kealakeLadiesGolf
Kenlake Stale Park Ladies
Golf League met April 10 at
9 a.m, for golf at the Kenlake
golf course with 16 ladies present.
Winners were Lisa loon.
Jeanne Van and Phyllis Emery.
Pat Beadles had a ,chip in
on hole number 5.

The league will play Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the Kenlake
Golf Course. All interested
ladies are invited to come and
play with the league each
Wednesday. For more information contact Ina Horton at I 270-354-9346.

Low putts - Betty Stewart;
Chip-in - Freda Steely.
The annual Lamb Memorial Tournament will be play
Wednesday. May 14, at 9:30
a.m.

Ladiesof theOaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will have its first
golf scramble of the season
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club.
Laura Parker and Mary Alice
Smith will serve as hostesses.
It is not necessary to sign up.
Pairings will be made at the
tee. All members are encouraged to attend.
Shirley Wade was hostess
for Bndge on April 30.
Winners were first place,
Cynthia Darnall. and second
place, Melva Hatcher, according to Wade, hostess.

Coming Soon...
Nee-/-ardaiNea,Cotortg

LZ2nouncerneni
Abigail Nicole
Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Miller
of Fancy Farm are the parents of a daughter. Abigail
Nicole Miller, born on Tuesday. April 29, 2008, at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Mayfield.
The mother is the former
Chart Thomas.
Maternal grandparents are
Daryl and Ina Thomas of Hickory and Debbie Thomas of
Mayfield.
Paternal grandparents are
Waylon and Mary Miller of
Murray. A paternal great-grandmother is Normadean Miller
of Benton.
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Call today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other sayings plans - a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World:
•Competitive interest rates
'Earnings compound tax deferred
•No taxes until withdrawal
the rate' interest rate* tor April is 4.41.
'Th s rate vanes monthly but is guaranteed to never be less than 30t,
loom(' abour. lurk in rates tor I 5 years
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: i Shelia Crouse
Barry Newsome
. Field Representative Field Representative
270-753-4741
270-753-3422
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Woodmen of the Workl Life Insurance Society
Horne Oke °MINI. Nebraska
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MOTHER'S DAY TEA

$10 General Admission
FREE Carnival Rides & Grandstand Event

Sunday, May 11 •2:30 pm-4 pm

Visit MCCFAIR.COM for details
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AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY RELAY FOR LIFE

Celebrate. Remember. Fight Back.
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Smile! Now you can own the picture of that unforgettable
moment captured in the newspaper. Family, friends, sports
and special events or photos related to your business
become timeless when professionally matted and framed
- delivered to your door in a day or two

Visit www.murrayledger.com and click the blue button!
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THOROUGHBREDS
ROUNDUP

ALL'A'CLASSIC

Tigers' troubles not appealing at Applebee's

Perconte
almost perfect
AiHS MISCUES LEAD TO 10-1 ROUTE BY PAINTSVILLE SATURDAY IN LEXINGTON
against
The opportunities we had to try to tie the game at one in the third ing error by Tiger shortstop Tyler
DILLARD
Golden Eagles TOMMY
to score runs, we just didn't, which inning when Aron Sweeney advanced Holzschuh and added three more on
Sports Writer
put more pressure on us defensively," to third base on a fielding error. With a 3-RBI double by Cory Humphrey.
'BREDS'SENIOR
RIGHTHANDER
STRIKES OUT
CAREER-REST 12
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State senior right hander Mike Perconte struck out a
career-best 12 hitters and held the
leagues top offense to just one
run on five hits as the Thoroughbreds took the third game of the
series with a 3-1 victory over
Tennessee Tech Sunday afternoon
at Howell Bush Stadium.
On Saturday, ITU swept the
'Breds in double header action, winning 5-3 in the
nightcap.
Perconte (3-4)
was a work horse
on the hill as he
. seemed to get
porcont
stronger as the
game went on. He tossed 94
strikes on a career-high 148 pitches. He walked only one in the
complete game.
The 'Breds (17-26, 8-12 OVC)
got on the board in the first inning
as Kyle Tiernan drew a walk and
went to second on a sacrifice
bunt by Zach Noonan. Wes Cunningham drove in the run with a
single up the middle and took
second on the throw home. Tyler
Owen put runners on the corners
with one out and Matt Hon plat.
ed Cunningham with a groundout to second.
The Golden Eagles (31-16-1,
11-10 OVC) got a run on the
board in the third inning as a
wild pitch advanced two runners
into scoring position and Jake
New drove in one run with a
groundout to second.
VI,SU added to its Iced In the
sixth as Owen started the inning
by ringing a double just inside
the left-field line. Hon advanced
the runner to third with a groundout and Taylor Thieke drove him
in- with a grounder to short that
was thrown away at first.
: Thomas Gray (5-3) took the
loss after giving up three runs
on six hits over 5.2 innings.
On Saturday, Tennessee Tech

In their first-ever appearance in the
statewide All 'A' Classic Saturday, the
Murray Tigers looked like newbies.
Committing more errors than hits.
Murray opened the door and 15th
Region champion Paintsville marched
right through en route to a 10-1 victory in the first round of the Classic
at Applebee's Park in Lexington.
A five-run fourth inning put
Paintsville in control and four more
in the fifth signed, sealed and delivered the win for the eastern Kentucky
school which shares the Tiger moniker.
Of Paintsville's 10 runs, only two
were earned.

Murray head coach Mike Johnson said.
"Delenaively. we just didn't make the
routine plays and gave them a lot of
runs."
Paintsville went on to upset thirdranked Lexington Christian in the.
semifinals and lost a 3-1 decision to
Owensboro Catholic in the championship game Sunday.
In Saturday's game, Paintsville (169) scattered nine hits but took advantage of Murray miscues to plate 10
runs. Johnson's Tigers, on the other
hand, managed only two hits while
committing five errors.
Murray (17-9) had an opportunity

runners at the corners with one out,
Adam Heskett grounded into an inningending double play, a turn of events
that seemed to give Paintsville all the
momentum it needed.
Paintsville turned another inningending double play in the Tiger fourth
and closed the game with another in
the seventh.
"They rolled it when they needed
to," Johnson said. "We didn't have
very good at-bats in those situations.
We hit first-pitch off speed pitches
and just grounded it right to them."
Paintsville scored two runs in the
top of the fourth inning on a field-

After four more runs in the fifth.
Paintsville led 10-0 before Murray finally got on the board in the bottom
frame. Holzschuh scored on a sacrifice fly by Brock Downey.
Paintsville lefthander Shane Grimm
tossed six innings, surrendering two hits
and one run. He struck out eight but
handed out six free passes.
"He did a good job, he walked a
few batters," Johnson said of the highly touted college prospect. "We just
didn't take advantage when we had
opportunities to score runs."

COLLEGE HOOPS
ROUNDUP

n
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Rueter to throw
out first pitch
during UKMSU game
FORMER MSU
THOROUGHBRED
WILL BE
SPECIAL GUEST
By MSU Sports Information
: The Murray State baseball game
With the Kentucky Wildcats on
May 12 at 6 p.m. at Brooks Stadium in Paducah will have a special guest in attendance. Former
MSU pitcher and 13-year big
league veteran Kirk Rueter will
be on hand to throw out the ceremonial first pitch.
: Rueter, arrived at Murray State
as a freshman in
1989 and was drafted after his junior
season after winning 2! times and
being named the
OVC Player of the
:, .
, Year in 1991. He
Rueter
went 11-2 that season and was selected by the Montreal Expos in the 18th round.
He was 130-92 (.586) with a
eter earned-run average of 4.27
a . made an immediate impact
irC:his debut in the majors, winnee his first 10 professional decisaps and sharing the Major League
Bltseball record for starts without
a!loss (22) as a hurler for the
Montreal Expos. He played his
final nine seasons with the San
Francisco Giants and ended his
Weer as one of the most successful left-handers in MLB history with 130 wins.
General admission tickets are
Sfi at the Murray State ticket
office at 270-809-3000.

,I

U See TIGERS, 2B

Call him
Dr. Smith,
please
TUBBY RECEIVESHONORARY
DOCTOR OF
HUMANITIES
DEGREE

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Calloway County sophomore Austin Hargrove attempts to avoid the tag by the Paducah Tilghman first baseman during the Lakers' 12-2 victory Saturday afternoon. Hargrove went 2-for-5, scoring two runs and driving
in two.

Lakers Double Up On Tornado
CCHS TAKES 12-2 WEEKEND VICTORY OVER PADUCAH TILGHMAN
Staff Report
Calloway County used timely hitting
and capitalized on Paducah Tilghman
miscues to take a 12-2 victory away
from a windy Saturday afternoon affair
at Laker Field.
The Lakers plated two runs in the
first inning and two more in the third
before breaking the game open with a
six-run fifth frame.
Remarkably. Calloway managed just
one hit in the fifth, but took advantage
of four walks and two hit batsmen.
Josh Reynolds started the game and
earned the win, tossing two shutout
innings before turning the game over to
Casey Brockman in the third. Reynolds
also provided the punch at the plate,

going 2-for-2 with a triple and a double, one RBI and two runs scored.
Reynolds' first-inning triple drove in
Austin Hargrove for the first run of the
game. He later scored on an error.
Hargrove also enjoyed a big day at
the plate. going 2-for-.5 with two RBI
and two runs.
In the third inning, back-to-back singles by Beau Bogard and C.J. Dial drove
in two runs, giving the Takers a 4-0
lead.
Dial led Calloway in RBI, dnving in
three and scoring a run on a 2-for-4
day at the plate.
Tilghman (9-11) pushed two runs
across in the top of the fifth inning
against Brockman, but the Tornado fell
apart in the bottom frame. After scor-

ing six in the fifth, Calloway (II-11)
added two more in the sixth.
Brockman lasted two and two-thirds
innings and surrendered one hit. Jason
Jones closed things. pitching the final
one and one-third.
The Lakers scored 12 runs on nine
hits and committed three errors. Tilghman scored two runs on two hits and
committed four errors.
Calloway returns to district action Tuesday with a two-game set against Murray. At stake are the No. 2 and 3 seeds
in the upcoming district tournament. The
Lakers will face Murray in the first
round of district regardless of seeding.
Game time is set for .7 p.m. tonight
at Calloway.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Tubby Smith was back in Rupp
Arena, once again wearing blue.
But this time, the outfit was
a gown and the title was doctor, not coach.
Smith returned for the first
time Sunday to the floor where
he spent a decade leading the
Wildcat basketball program. He
was on laggil to get an honorary Doti* othi,rednities
t.
i degree St 1JK's corn
glitc,
"It is a little billige
a little bit emotional," Smith
said in an interview with The
Associated Press.
A former governor, Paul Patton, received the same degree
and a decorated admiral, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff Mike Mullen, gave one
of the speeches. However,
Smith's star power in his old
Kentucky home produced the
loudest and longest ovation
from the graduates and others
who attended the ceremony.
Smith, who left the program
prior to last season to take the
same job with Minnesota, was
honored largely for his philanthropic role in the Lexington community.
His Tubby Smith Foundation donated more than $2.3 million to programs for underprivileged children, and he
established Tubby's Clubhouse
to hone technology skills for
low-income, high-risk students.
Although there was rampant
speculation after his departure
that he left because of a demanding fan base that would accept
nothing short of an annual Final
Four appearance, Smith said
he would love to return to
Kentucky someday as a retiree.
"I spent more time here than
ei See TUBBY, 28

HORSE RACING ROUNDUP

Will Big Brown peak at Preakness?
DERBY WINNER'S NEXT CHALLENGE AWAITS MAY 17
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Looks like Big Brown's
resounding Kentucky Derby
victory has scared away a lot
of the competition.
Almost none of his 19
Derby rivals want to run
against the undefeated colt
again, so at least eight new
horses will try to derail Big
Brown's shot at the Triple
Crown with a victory in the
Preakness in two weeks.
The only Derby holdover
may be Recapturetheglory,
who, was fifth Saturday,
although trainer Louie Rouse!'
II was leaning toward giving
his colt a 30-day vacation.
The fresh horses worry
trainer Rick Dutrow Jr., who
is leery about such a quick

turnaround for Big Brown.
"You've got to come right
back off that huge. huge race.
I know it looks like he's the
best horse, but Pimlico's a
different game," he said Sunday. "Maybe there's going to
be some hotshot speed horse
in there, maybe it will rain,
it will be sloppy, maybe some
other horse will really like
Big Brown defied Derby
history with a 4 3/4-length
victory that made him the
first horse since the filly Regret
in 1915 to win off just three
career starts and the second
to win from post position No.
20.
Dutrow plans to stay at
Churchill Downs and train

Big Brown until shipping to
Baltimore on May 14.
"He'll go to the Preakness
as one of the most overwhelming favorites," said
trainer Nick Zito. whose Derby
horses finished seventh and
15th, respectively. "You can't
say enough good things. He
was tremendous."
Big Brown accelerated to
the lead at the top of the
stretch and was never challenged while putting away the
rest of the field with an explosive finishing kick under jockey Kent Desormeaux.
"I don't know who's going
to beat him," said Graham
Motion, who trained 19thplace Adriano. "To win off
three starts ... even Curlin

could not do that."
Dutrow had pretty much
guaranteed Big Brown's Derby
win, but he was subdued a
day later while considering
the new challenge.
"I said on paper before the
race it looks like a mismatch
to me. but Pimlico is a different game," he said. "I really liked him in this race
because everything was perfect; now things start to
change."
Told that Dutrow doesn't
like Pimlico's track, Zito joked.
"If he hates it so much, tell
him to stay home and I'll
take his place."
Big Brown is 4-0 in his
brief career, winning by a
total of 33 3/4 lengths.

JAMES CRISP / AP

Former Kentucky basketball
head coach Tubby Smith
waves to the crowd after
he received an honorary Doctor of Humanities degree
from UK during commencement exercises on Sunday
at Rupp Arena.
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Cards take two of three from Cubs
ST LOUIS (AP) -- Iwo days atm
Jason Isringhausen left to merciless boos
from the home crowd, he walked off the
mound in triumph.
Shaking off recent woes that left him
wondering for a time whether to ditch
his favored cut fastball, the St. Louis
Cardinals' closer needed only 12 pitches
to retire the top of the Chicago Cubs'
order, putting the finishing touch on a 53 victory on Sunday night.
"I got to face sonic of the guys that
got me that night," Isringhausen said. "I
told myself I was just going to start the
season over. All I did was try to go out
there and just let it all loose and just
pound the strike zone."
Albert Pujols reached base for the 32nd
consecutive game, one shy of his personal best to start the year. and did it with
a key two-run double in the fourth inning
that was the go-ahead hit.
Todd Wellemeyer (3-1) beat the team
that drafted him in 2000 and gave him
his first shot in the major leagues with
five solid innings, helping the Cardinals
take two of three from their Central Division rival. All three games were sold out,
the first capacity crowds since opening
day, and the Cardinals finished 7-3 on a
season-long 10-game homestand.
They begin an eight-game trip with a
1 1/2 game division lead over Chicago,
which had prevailed in four straight headto-head series.
"There's a lot of tough teams in this
division and I just want us to be one of
them," manager Tony La Russa said."We're
playing tough and it makes for exciting
baseball. We had a lot of clutch performances."
Adam Kennedy had a pair of RBI singles and walked twice and catcher Yadier
Molina received a huge ovation in the
fifth when he threw out Ryan Theriot
attempting to steal second front his knees,
ending up prone in front of the plate.
Isringhausen allowed runs in five of
his. previous eight appearances, going 01 with three blown saves, including Alfonso Soriano's game-tying two-run, ninthinning homer in a 5-3, 11-inning victory
on Friday. Soriano bounced out to third
for the first out of the ninth. Cardinals

tans were subdued until Isrilighausen retired
the first two, and then began to chant
"Let's go Cardinals!" before Isringhausen
struck out Derrek Lee for the final out
and his lOth save in 13 chances.
"A game like this tells you all you
need to know about Izzy," La Russa said.
"That's why he's a closer. He's a very.
very tough guy."
The Cardinals beat up on former team
mate Jason Marquis (1-2), who surren
dered five runs and seven hits in 5 1-3
innings. Marquis was 3-I last season against
St. Louis, where he was a starter for
three years before signing with the Cubs.
"I fell behind in the count too many
times," Marquis said. "And I let the one
guy in the lineup beat me that I shouldn't have."
Pujols struck out on an awkward swing
and grounded into a double play in his
first two at-bats before his two-out double just inside the third-base line to snap
a 2-2 tie in the fourth. He drew his major
league-high 33rd walk in the sixth, and
entered the game with a major leaguebest .518 on-base percentage and nine intentional walks.
Wellemeyer allowed two runs on three
hits in five innings in his second career
appearance and first start against Chicago, and singled and scored in the second. A career reliever before last year
when the Cardinals acquired him off
waivers from the Royals, Wellemeyer is
5-2 with a 3.16 ERA in 18 career outings at Busch Stadium, including 11 starts.
Lee saved Marquis in the first with a
diving grab of Chris Duncan's two-out,
bases-loaded liner to first. But he popped
up to shallow right with the bases loaded
and none out in the seventh against Kyle
McClellan, an inning in which the Cubs
were held to a run on Kosuke Fukudome's sacrifice fly.
The Cubs average a major league-best
six runs, but scored three or fewer for
the 14th time, pulled down by 3-for-20
numbers with runners in scoring position.
"Offensively, we either have the nice
big explosion or we seem to score three
runs a lot, and we're not winning these
3-2, 3-1 ballgames," manager Lou Piniella said. "We've just got to keep work-
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

TOM GANNAM / AP
Albert Pujols connects for a two-run
double in the fourth inning Sunday night.
ing, that's all."
The Cubs took the lead in the second
on Reed Johnson's RBI double and Soriano's sacrifice fly and the Cardinals promptly tied in the bottom half with four straight
out-one hits including RBI singles by
Skip Schumaker and Kennedy, a rally
begun by Wellemeyer's single from the
eighth spot. Ninth-place hitter Cesar Izturis
singled with one out for his second hit
and Adam Kennedy walked with two outs
ahead of Pujols' smash just inside the
third-base line to make it 4-2.
Kennedy's RBI single off Sean Marshall made it 5-2 in the sixth.
Notes: The Cardinals have played a
major-league high 21 home games, two
more than any other team. ... The Cubs'
first three hits were doubles, giving them
10 extra-base hits in a stretch of 12 hits,
before Soriano singled in the seventh. All
but one of the hits were doubles.... Kennedy
is 4-for-6 with three walks, two RBIs
and three runs scored in two games batting second. ... Marquis is 9-4 at home
and 4-7 on the road since joining the
Cubs. ... The run against McClellan ended
the rookie's streak of 13 1-3 sCoreless
innings.

Two years ago, Derby winner Barbaro
shattered his fight rear leg at the start of the
Preakness. with more than 100,000 people gasping at the site of the undefeated colt in distress as he was led into an equine ambulance. Barbaro was euthanized eight months
later after developing laminitis as a result of
the injuries.
"It's difficult to accept, and we don't have
all the answers," Scott Palmer, a veterinarian who helped attend to Barbaro on the track
at Pimlico, said Sunday_ "It's shocking to
see something like that."
Now, there are more questions about track
safety.
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S Tubby
From Page 18
have anywhere else in my
coaching career." Smith said.
"I feel like this is home."
His trip back to the Bluegrass wasn't just for one day.
Last week, he was inducted
into the Kentucky Sports Hall
of Fame in Louisville, and Saturday he made his usual trek
to the Kentucky Derby, betting on eventual third-place finisher Denis of Cork.
Smith said he almost didn't attend the Derby this year
because the trip for the first
time lacked his close friend
and longtime UK equipment
manager Bill Keightley, who
died last month. Ultimately he
attended, alongside Keightley's
wife, Hazel, and daughter.
Karen.
"I really miss the guy," Smith
said. "He's here in spirit. I'm
sure. He spent as much of his
life in this building as anyone."
One stop Smith was determined to make in his Lexington return was a trip to the
new basketball locker rooms.
which were installed shortly
after he left. He initially joked
he was jealous, then said the
upgrades were a source of pride
for him.
"You feel like you've had
a pan," he said.
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American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
21) 13 606
Boston
3
16 15.516
Baltimore
3
15.516
16
Bay
Tampa
3
17 16 515
New York
15 17469 41/2
Toronto
Central DiviMon
L Pct GB
W
16 14 533
Minnesota
14 15 483 1 1/2
Chicago
2
14 16 467
Kansas City
14 17 452 2 1/2
Cleveland
3
4 19 418
Detroit
West Division
GB
Pct
L
W
-20 13 606
Los Angeles
1
19 14 576
Oakland
13 19 406 61/2
Seattle
1/2
6
406
19
13
leias

Sunday's Gams
N V Yankees 8 Seattle 2
Kansas City 2 Cleveland 0
Toronto 4 Chicago White Sox 3
Boston 7 Tampa Bay 3
Minnesota 7 Detroit 6
L A Angels 6. Baltimore 5
Oak/end 3. Texas 1
Monday's Games
Boston (Malsuzaka 4-0) at Detroit
(Bondsman 2-2). 6 05 P m
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 3-2) at
Toronto(McGowan 1-2), 6-07 p m
L A Angels (Santana 5-0) at Kansas
City (Tornko 1-3). 710 pm
Baltimore (Olson 1-0) at Oakland
(Eveland 3-21, 905 p m
Texas (Mitwood 2-2( at Seattle
(Washburn 1-4), 9 10 p m
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Wakefield 2-1) at Detroit
(Robertson 1-3), 605 pm
Cleveland (Carmona 3-1) at NY
Yankees (Pettitte 3-31, 605 pm
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstme 4.1(11
Toronto (Burnett 3-2), 6 07 p m
L.A. Angels (Adenhert 0-0) at Kansas
City (Bannister 3-3), 7.10 p m
Minnesota (Blackburn 2-1) at Chicago
White Sox IG Floyd 2-11, 7-11 pm
Baltimore (Barnes 3-2) at Ofi)dand
(Ductal:flew 2-1) 9 05 p m
Texas (Ponson 1-0) at Seattle (Batista
2-3). 9 10 p m

League Standings
All 'Nines CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
-18 14 583
Philadeiphoe
16 13 552 112
New York
17 14 546
1 /2
Florida
15 15 500
2
Atlanta
14 II3 438
4
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
20 12 625
St Louis
18
581 1 1/2
13
Chicago
16 15 516 3 1/2
Milwaukee
16 18 500
4
Houston
12 19 387 7 1/2
PtIlsburgh
12
20
375
8
Cincinnati
West Division
LPCI GO
W
-21 10 677
Anzona
17
548
14
4
AngeWs
Los
14 18 438 71/2
San Francisco
12 19 387
9
Colorado
12 20.375 91/2
San Diego
National

------Sunday's Games
Florida to San Diego 3
Atlanta 14 Cincinnati 7
Washington 5 Pittsburgh 2
Philadelphia 6, San Francisco 5
HOLISICIII 8. Milwaukee 6. 12 innings
Colorado 7. L A Dodgers 2
N V Mete 5, Arizona 2
St Louis 5. Chicago Cubs 3
Monday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 4-0) at
Cincinnati (Coot° 1-3) 6 10 p m
St Louis (Pineiro 2-21 at Colorado
(Jimenez 1-2), 7 35 p m
Philadelphia (Moyer 1-2) at Arizona
(Schauer 0-0). 8 40 p m
NY Mets (Ftgueroa 2-1) al L A
Dodgers (Billingsley 1-4). 910 p
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco (Sanchez 2-1) at
Pittsburgh (Duke 0-2), 805 p.m
San Diego (Young 2-2) at Atlanta
(Jurnens 3-2), 6- 10 pm
Milwaukee (Suppan 1-11 at Florida
(Olsen 3-1), 610 pm
Chicago Cubs(Zambian° 4-1) at
Cincinnati (Harang 1-4). 6 10 pm
Washington (Hill 0-0) at Houston
(Chacon 0-0). 7-05 p m
St Louis(Lower 4-1) at Colorado
(Redman 2-2), 7 35 p.m
Philadelphia (Eaton 0-0) at Anzona
(Johnson 1-1), 840 p.m
N.Y Mets(0 Peiez 2-2) at L.A.
Dodgers (Kuroda 1-2). 9:10 p.m.

„
Kentucky athletic association
funding private plane
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)University of Kentucky athletics is joining the jet set of
college sports.
The University of Kentucky
Athletics Association Board of
Directors approved funding a
private plane for use in recruiting.
The plane will be available
to the sports of football, men's
basketball and, to a lesser
degree, women's basketball.
University of Kentucky Deputy
Athletics Director Rob Mullens says the university will look
to buy between 1(X) and 150
hours of flight time in the
2008-09 school year.
In recent years, members
Luther Deaton and Bill Gatton lobbied for UK to buy a
plane to help football and men's
basketball coaches keep pace
with competing recruiters.

Deaton and Mullens noted
that as many as two-thirds iit
Kentucky's competing schools
in the Southeastern Conference
owned their own planes.
While Kentucky will look
to lease a plane this coming
academic year. UK president
Lee Todd adamantly opposed
the idea of buying a plane.
"That will not happen,- he
said in a post-meeting interview. "I don't see it happening under nty (tenure)."
Todd saw the leasing of
plane as "budget neutral." The
cost, which Mullens estimated
at about $4,000 per hour, would
be partially offset by what
UKAA would have paid for
commercial flights, hotel room,
and other travel expenses.
j

•'Breds

From Page 1B
pushed across three runs in the
bottom of the fourth inning
and held off Murray State as
the Golden Eagles completed
the doubleheader sweep with
a 5-3 victory in the second
game of the day at Howell
Bush Stadium.
The 'Breds (16-26, 7-12
OVC) used a two-out rally in
the first inning to scratch across
the first run of the game. Wes
From Page 1B
Cunningham started the rally
Cobb lasted five innings for by reaching safely in his 36th.
Murray, giving up 10 runs on straight game by chopping the
eight hits. Downey pitched the ball off the plate for
an infield
sixth and Jordan Garland tossed
single. After a wild pitch
the seventh. Neither gave up
advanced the runner, Tyler
a run.
With the loss, the Tigers Owen plated Cunningham with
a
tnple to nght field.
return home to district battles
The Golden Eagles (31-15with Calloway County tonight
and Tuesday. With Marshall 1. 11-9 OVC) tied the game
County already having wrapped in the bottom of the third as
up the district, the only things Brandon Crossman singled
at stake are bragging rights through the right side and
and inconsequential seeding in advanced to second on a groundthe upcoming district tourna- out. With two outs. Thomas Nelson delivered an RBI double
ment.
Johnson said he doesn't think to left field.
the blowout loss will affect his
TTU found their swing at
team's psyche as they head the plate again in the fourth
back to the grindstone.
as they got an RBI single off
"One of our goals Was to the bat of Al Kirby-Jones and
advance to the All 'A' state a two-run double off the wall
and we were able to do that," in center field by Cmssman.
he said. "We've just got to
MSU got one run back in
work a little harder, get better the
fifth as Andrew Cella hit
and get ready for the district
a solo home run to right field,
and the regional's.
his first of the season.
Tonight's game is slated for
The Golden Eagles got the
7 p.m. at Laker Field on the
campus of Calloway County run back in the home-half of
the inning as Nelson doubled
High School.

•Tigers
,st

Paying

Call me today for a FREE quote.

certainly gain momentum in the next couple
of weeks, Eight Belles and the sight of fans
crying in the stands remained a focal point
Sunday.
"Filly's Death Casts Shadow over Kentucky Derby," read The New York Times.
"Tragedy mars Kentucky Derby as the
only filly dies after race." the Los Angeles
Times' Web site said.
Churchill Downs officials were unsure
whether there had been a fatality in the Kentucky Derby. Superintendent Butch Lehr said
there hadn't been one in his 41 years at the
track.
The death of Eight Belles may have been
rare because it occurred well after the finbut it's just the latest trauma to
o
sisihn.line,
happen at a major race on national televi-

Tiss
NEVER
Your Favorite Shows

1/1
r elsi•Na4P,RC)
too much for
Home Insurance?

Tragedy overshadows unbeaten
Big Brown's Kentucky Derby win
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -- A day after
Big Brown blazed across the finish line, the
snapshot of Eight Belles down on the dirt
set off a raging debate that extended far
beyond the Kentucky Derby: Is horse racing
now facing an image crisis?
With the memory of Barbaro still fresh,
Eight Belles' catastrophic breakdown Saturday put increasing focus on a sport already
trying to overcome a decline in popularity.
Her death has raised thorny issues about
the whole thoroughbred industry, including
track safety, whether fillies should be allowed
to run against colts, and whether horses are
bred too much for speed and not for soundness.
A prominent animal rights group got
involved Sunday. too, cnticizing Eight Belles'
jockey for whipping the horse and saying
the second-place prize should be revoked.
But to horse people, it wasn't all that
simple.
"To make it safer, don't race the horses,
don't train them, then they'll live good lives
out on the farm." Big Brown trainer Rick
Dutrow Jr. said.
"But you have to train them for races.
you have to run them and that's where the
problems start to set in. They have to be
asked to run and sometimes in a particular
minute, they're asked to run when they're
not ready to give it and then it hurts"
While Big Brown's bid to become the
first Triple Crown winner in 30 years will

Murray Ledger &

into the corner in right tick:
and scored on Chris King',
bunt single to first.
The 'Breds added an
unearned run in the sixth a,
Kyle Tiernan singled to center
and advanced to second on a
gmundout. With two outs. Owen
singled to center and Tiermw
was able to score as the throa
to the plate got past the catcher, after being held at third.
Michael Alcorn (6-3) picked
up the victory after allowing
three runs, two earned, on st,
hits over seven innings. Daniel
Calhoun (4-3) took the loss
after allowing five runs on lo
hits over six innings.
The 'Breds will take tint,
off for final exams befor,
returning to the diamond oil
May 10 for a doubleheader
against UT Martin at 1 p.n,
at Reagan Field.

TODAY'S UAW SPONSORED RY

Terry Butler
,
=1;1=7,n
'spot skim st.• 75).1942

TV, radio
ARENA FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2
Chicago at Tampa Bay
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN
Boston at Detroit
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
TNT - Orlando al Detroit
8.30 p.m.
TNT - San Anton* at New Orleans
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S5905 Standings
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it Division
W L Pet GB
-10 14 563
16 13 552 1/2
17 14 548 1/2
15 15 500
2
14 18 438
4
nil Division
W L Pct GB
—
20 12 625
le 13581 1 1,2
16 15 516 31/2
18 16 500
4
12 19 387 71/2
12 20 375
8
st Division
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4
14 18.438 7 1,2
12 19 387
9
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lay's Games
Diego 3
mak 7
latsburgh
San Francisco 5
aukee 6, 12 innings
Dodgers 2
tone 2
:ago Cubs 3
lay's Games
Ampster 4-0) at
01-3) 610 pm
o 2-2) at Colorado
'35 p it
'ye, 1-2) at Arizona
340 p m
oat 2-1) at LA
slay 1-4). 9 10 p rr,
days °OTOS
Sanchez 2-1) at
9 0-2), 605 p in
rig 2-2) at Atlanta
10 p m
pan 1.1) at Florida
Dpm
Zambrano 4-1) at
trig 1-4), 610 pm
I 0-0) at Houston
05 p m
n4-l) at Colorado
35 p m
non 0-0) at Arizona
140 p in
irsz 2-2) at 1 A
at-2) 9 10 p m

10 years ago
(her $120,000 was raised
for the American Cancer Sod:ety at the second annual Relay
for Life held at Murray State
University Stewart Stadium,
according to Paul Radke, cochairman of the event.
Dr. Robert C. Hughes of Murray has been named a Diplomat of the American Board of
Family Practice (ABFP)the certifying entity of the family practice specialty.
Murray
State
University
Breds won 14-9 over Middle
Tennessee State University Blue
Raiders in a baseball game.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Jean Bennett, Murray Independent
School
District
Partnership
School/Business
coordinator, speaking at a special awards night at Murray High
School. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Elected as new officers of
the Murray State University
Faculty Senate were Dr. Farouk
Umar, president; Ray Conklin,
vice-president; and Dr. Sally
Duford, secretary.
Births reported include a boy
to Michael and Sarah Kubicki,
April 27.
30 years ago
County
Murray-Calloway
Jaycees recognized Joe Kelso
as "Jaycee Man of the Year"
and "Man of the Quarter" at
the awards ceremony. Ted
Delaney is the new president
and Don Lovett is the outgoing president.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Larkins,
April 12; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Taylor, April 22; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Cunningham, April 28.
40 years ago
Pt.blished is the picture ot
live Eagle Scouts of Boy Scout

COMICS/ FEATURES
'Spotting' after
Couple gets silent treatment
for opting out of family plot hysterectomy not normal
Monday, May 5, 2008 • 311
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Troop 45 who receised the
award at a court of honor at
First United Methodist Church.
The Eagle scouts are Clair
Eversineyer, Rodney Lowe,
Mark
Jr.,
Waters
Robert
Kennedy and Albert Zimmerman.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Milton
Workman were married for 60
years May 3.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billie Dean Winchester, April 9.
50 years ago
Lt. Col. John 0 Pasco, director of Murray and Calloway
County Civil Defense Corps,
announced that the local unit
will participate in "Operation
Alert 1958," conducted by the
Federal Civil Defense Administration May 6 and 7.
Ann Herron Cohran and Jean
Wiggins, librarians at Murray
Suite College, attended the third
Academic
Midwest
annual
Librarians Conference at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, April 212-26.
60 years ago
The body of T-5 Rufus G.
Stubblefield, son of L.D. and
Anna Stubblefield of Murray,
is being returned here for burial by the United States Department of the Army. He died
Sept. 19, 1944, in Epiritu, Santo,
New Hebrides, at the age of
24.
Members of the New Concord Homemakers Club assisted in former Paris Road Homemakers Club at a meeting at
the home of Mrs. Elmer Collins.
They were assisted by Rachel
Rowland, Calloway County
Home Demonstration Agent.
New club officers are Mrs. Pat
Mrs.
Thompson, president;
Elmer Collins, vice president;
and Mrs. Groover Parker. secretary.

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have been informed that
a family headstone has been
purchased, and our share is
$2,000 -- each. This was never
discussed among the family
members. The cemetery is
located out
of state. My
husband is
in the military, and we
had planned
to use the
military
cemetery
we
where
live for
feea.
small
We think the
By Abigail
family was
Van Buren
and
rude
presumptuous planning for our deaths.
Because we declined, the
family no longer speaks to us,
which breaks our hearts. I am
sure it is a tactic to wear us
down.
We have received an e-mail
telling us we are no longer
welcome to attend the family
reunion this summer unless we
fork over the $4,000 and agree
to have our names placed on
the headstone. Your opinion,
please, and any advice would
be greatly appreciated. -- NOT
DEAD AND BURIED YET
DEAR NOT D AND B: If
you were truly considered "part
of the family," you would have
been part of the discussion
and plann;ng for that headstone. The silent treatment your
family is giving you is emotional blackmail. Do not give
in. Sad as it may be, recognize that you were already
"excommunicated" when you
were excluded from the plan-
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 5. the
126th day of 2008 There are 240
days left in the year
Today's Highlight an History.
On May 5. 1961. astronaut
Alan B. Shepard Jr. became America's first space traveler as he
made a 15-minute sub-orbital flight
in a capsule launched from Cape
Canaveral, Fla.
On this date
In 1862, Mexican forces loyal
to Benito Juarez defeated French
troops sent by Napoleon III in
the Battle of Puebla.
In 1891, Carnegie Hall (then
named "Music Hall") had its official opening night in New York
In 1904. Cy Young pitched the
American League's first perfect
game as the Boston Americans
defeated the Philadelphia Athletics, 3-0

In 1925, John T. Scopes was
arrested an Tennessee for teaching Darwin's theory of evolution.
In 1942, during World War IL
Japanese forces landed on the
Philippine island of Corregidor.
In 1945, in the only fatal attack
at' its kind during World War II.
a Japanese balloon bomb exploded on Gearhart Mountain an Oregon, killing the pregnant wife of
a minister and five children.
In 1958, the Arkansas Gazette
received the Pulitzer Prize for its
coverage of the Link Ittal Central Higit School integration crisis., James Agee was posthumously honored for his novel "A Death
in the Family"
In 1981. Irish Republican Army
hunger-striker Bobby Sands died
at the Maze Prison in Northern
Ireland in his 66th day without
food.

Ten years ago: An exasperated Secretary of State Madeleine
Albnght called on Israel to agree
to hand over an additional 13 percent of the West Bank to the
Palestinians, on top of the 27 percent already relinquished; Israel.
however, continued to balk at the
proposal.
Five years ago: Searchers using
dogs and heavy equipment went
from one crumbled home to another after tornado-packed moms flattened communities an four Midwestern states. In Colombia, a
botched rescue attempt resulted in
the deaths of a state governor,
former defense minister and eight
other hostages being held by rebels;
three hostages survived Walter
Sisulu. the quiet giant of South
Africa's anti-apartheid struggle for
five decades, died in Johannesburg at age 90
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DEAR ABBY: I have started dating a man, "Karl," who
is wonderful. We have similar
values and enjoy doing the same
things. After talking over lunches and dinners, I decided to
do some Internet digging, and
have learned that Karl is nine
years younger than I am.
My friend and I are both
in our 60s -- Karl is at the
beginning, I'm at the end. I
dwell on the age difference
all the time and have started
refusing his dinner invitations.
Am I making too much out
of this? Or should I go with
the flow and see what happens?
My mom always told me
she liked the saying. "I would
rather be an old man's sweetheart than a young man's old
lady." I have always agreed with
her. -- YOUNG AT HEART
AT
YOUNG
DEAR
HEART: For heaven's sake,
go with the flow. As my mother used to say."The most important ingredient in a lasting
marriage is a husband who
lasts " Demographically, men
die younger than women do.
You and Karl are, to put it
mildly, well into adulthood. You
share similar values and common interests. To reject him
because he is nine years
younger is crazy. Discuss it with
him. You might be pleased to
learn that he would enjoy being
your "boy-toy."
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm a college senior(female) who spends
a lot of time with my professors. This includes extracurricular functions and receptions.
I have always addressed
them as "professor." But lately, they have been signing emails (personal ones) with their
first natnes. Does this mean
they want me to call them by
their first names? Or should I
just continue addressing them
as "professor"? -- COLLEGE
SENIOR IN N.C.
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V, radio
NA FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
cage at Tampa Bay
.EAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.

Once upon a time, not many
moons ago, a declarer named South
arrived at a contract of Mut hearts on
the bidding shown. West led the jack
of clubs, overtaken by East with the
queen and won by South with the
ace.
It is certainly not difficult to see,
especially if you ,00k at all four
hands, that deelaret easily can make
lour hearts. A II he has to do is take a
trump finesse somewhere akrig the
line, and it succeed'. Hut the sad fact
is that South wound or down one,

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips, Write
Dear Abby at w ww.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Loa
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••

tomorrow: two birds with one stone.
2000 Ring I ranurv. S,nakste

1 Shellac resin
4 Chewed the tat
9 Pat on
12 Gas-station
freebie
13 Senseless
14 Diamond slat
15 Painstakingly
17 Hotel
employees
19 Waterlogged
20 Pancake topper
21 Grant territory
23 Fret letter
24 Trail. to hunting
dogs
27 Signs off on
28 Electric
swimmers
30 Type of sock
31 Geometry term
32 Premed class
34 Squawktiox.
briefly
35 Pantyhose woe
37 Make a video
38 Beetle, e g

— on (mated)
Granite St
Close friends
Jung's inner
sett
45 Figure out
46 Soup pot
48 Jungle
scavenger
51 Raided
the lodge
52 Not prohibited
54 Without warmth
55 Toady s answer
56 Wild guesses
57 Before
marriage

39
41
42
43
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AND YOU DO IT ALL
THE TIME: IT DRIVES
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Catch cold
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5 No matter
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and there is furthermore a sery good
chance that, under the same eircunt.
stances, many other declarers would
have sulTcred the same fate?
In the actual case, after winning
the opening club lead, South played
the queen of spades at trick two and
followed low from dummy. Fast was
Lia Mahmood, one of the world's
great players, and he smoothly followed suit with the ten!
Declarer was amorally afraid the
ten was a singleton, which would
make it dangerous to attempt another
spade finesse alibis point. Since he
could repeat the finesse later on.
South next led the ace and another
trump.
This did sot prove to be an outstanding success. Zia con with the
king and cashed two club tricks, Men
played the king of diamonds.
Declarer ruffed and eventually tried
another spade finesse, but this time it
lost to the king, and the contract went
down one
You're not apt to enconnter
many defenders in a lifetime who
possess the fertile imagination displayed by Zia Matunood on this deal.
Almost everyone would automatically have taken the king of spades Si
trick two, expecting to defeat the
contract sery easily, but they would
all have wound up dtsappointed at
the end.

West dealer
East-West sulnerable
NORTH
•A 9 8 I
111
•Q 7 6 4
•s 32
EAST
WEST
4 K 10 2
•7 6 4
K2
4
5
IP
•AK.1
•10 9 8 5 1 2
Q 10 9 7
•J4
SOUTH
•QJ 5
A Q 10 9 8 76
•—
•A 86
The bidding:
South
East
North
West
4 IP
l•
Pass
Pass
jack of clubs.
Opening lead

19
•.M.1.1111,

5942

Cootrocarldge

COLLEGE
DEAR
SENIOR: Until you graduate,
continue to address them using
their titles. After that, ask them
what they would like you to
call them. But for now, using
the titles they have earned
shows respect.

ACROSS

Henn it • 1S

Dr. Gott

can listen to your concerns and
symptoms and then direct you to
a resource for appropriate help.
If your local gynecologists refuse
to take the appropriate steps, ask
your doctor to speak with them
directly. This may yield favorable
results, testing and a diagnosis.
If not, consider a different gynecological group outside your local
area, a teaching hospital or a spe.
cialized clinic, such as is available at the Mayo Clinic or the
Cleveland Clinic.
Your bleeding may be harm less, but given your history of
cancer, you need to know definitively. Let me know hoW this
turns out.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
62-year-old female. I have no major
health problems, but I do get stiff
and sore occasionally. Sometimes
I can go a few days with little
pain, and others it will be really
bad. It usually happens after .sitling for a while. Could it be
arthritis? Is there any possibility
(please don't laugh) that it could
be from the mercury in my fillings? I worry that the cause, of
the pain and stiffness could be
poisoning my body.
DEAR READER: I believe
that your pain is caused by agerelated osteoarthritis. given the
fact that it comes and goes. Metcury in your fillings is not the
culprit.
The issue of mercury-induced
ilIncss from old fillings has been
largely ruled out. Some consumers
remain skeptical, however. Mercury can he very dangerous, primanly in people exposed to modcrate amounts regularly. Because
tooth fillings are relatively small
and conaain minimal amounts. I
don't believe you should be Ivorried. If you are still concerned.
visit an oral surgeon.
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DEAR DR. (;OTT: I have a
problem that no doctor seems to
think is serious, hut I an, very
worried.
I had a complete hysterectomy when I was 28 because of
cancer. I was lucky that it was
caught early.
I am 65 years
old. About six
years ago, 1
to
started
"spot." It is
like a light
Inc nstrual
period. I have
three
seen
g ynecologists, who all
say it is "normal." I wear
By
panty liners
Dr. Peter Gott every
day
- 1
because
never know when it is going to
start. Since I don't have a uterus
anymore, why am 1 bleeding?
DEAR READER: Vaginal
bleeding in a post-menopausal,
post-hysterectomy woman as never
normal. This is not to say that
the cause of you' bleeding is necessarily serious, however,
A coniplete hysterectomy as a
surgery that removes both the
uterus and cervix. The ovaries
and fallopian tubes remain intact,
Without knowing more. I cannot guess what is causing the bleeding. Do you have pain just prior
to or associated with the onset
of the bleeding? Have you had a
pelvic exam? Have you had any
testing? These are all important
questions that need to be answered
I urge you to find a gynecologist who will listen to your concems and order appropriate testtog. Perhaps you will have better luck beginning with your petmary--care physician. He OE she

ning and the purchase of the
plot, not because you refused
their demand
•••
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16 Minuscule
18 Fortunate
20 Seedless
raisin
21 Grove
22 Making do
23 Carnivores
diet
25 Where
Katmandu is
26 Rips open
28 Printer s
measure
29 Coll student
32 Player's rep
33 'Love — Do"
36 Marbles
38 Willow bloom
40 Sour pickles
42 Delt neighbor
44 Bump into
45 Some square
dancers
46 Boastful knight
47 Hot time
in Paris
48 Elbow
19 Top-notch pilot
50 Drain cleaner
53 Ckeienokee Inc.
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Stephens or Ashley Morris
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
7:30
riday
Monday-F
Wiser by Our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours:
010
LOBE
Nate

Uwe
Hoke

Help thread

Lisa
Notice

INSPECTION PERIOD FOR PROPERTY TAX ASSESSMENT
The Calloway County real property tax roll will he opened for impection from May
5 through May 20, 2008 Any person may inepect the tax roll under the eupervimon of the Property Valuation Athrometrator or one of the deputies
This is the January 1, 2008 assessment on which state, county and school taxers
for 2008 will be barred 'Van bills MD be mailed around September 15, 2008 The
tax roll o in the office of the Property Valuation Adrannurtrator in the Calloway
County Courthouse and may be inspected between the noun 8 30 one and 4:00
Pm •
An, taxpayer desiring to appeel an usessment on real property made by the PVA
must first remand •conference with the PVA or a designated deputy The conferem v mey be held prier to or during the inspection period Any taxpayer still
aggrieved by an amesament on real property, after the conference with the PVA or
deingnated deputy, may sppeal to the County Board of Ammement Appeal.

FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives needed. CSRs provide
phone support for
PowerClaim line of
solutions 1 year college required
Health/life/dental
insurance. 18 paid
days off/year. retirement Email resumes
to candiceitpowerclaim corn

The taxpever can appeal his amessment by filing in person or eending •letter or
other written petition stating the reason for appeal, ideritifyang the property and
stating the taxpayer's opinion of the fair cash value of the property
The appeal must be filed with the County Clerk's office no later than one work day
following the conclusion of the inspection period
For quentione. or to request all

mowing
for
BIDS
Bethel Cemetery are
being taken through
May 10. 2008. Send to
543
Lamb
Judith
Temple 1-011 Dr., Almo,
KY 42020

LEGAL NOI10E
A final settlement of the
amiltp has been filed
in Callow ay District
Court by Bobby and
Ronald /lodger, Co
Executor in the estate of
Bodged.
()
Edd
Exceptions to chart settlement must be filed an the
'a I low ay •'ounty District
Court on or before the
bearing which is set for
9 00 a ni in the 12 day of
May 200N
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NtMCE
A final 'settlement of the
accounts has leen filed
Diatnct
Court In, Earl and Bill
Futrell ( ii-Exetutor in
the estate of Dorothy
Drien Except lona to thus
settlement most he filed
in the Calloway County
Diatrirt Court on or
Isidore the hearing, which
IN aPt for 9 00• xi on the
17 day of May. 2008
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
•A final settlement of the
eccounta hoe been filed
en Calloway District
court by Lila MeCuiston
& Wilma Ruesell Co
Administrator in the
estate if Willie 0 Smith
Exceptrone to this mettle
merit must be filed in the
'alloway County District
Court en or before the
hearing, which la set for
9-00 am on the 12 day of
May. 20104
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

IIIIMIM=11111111111P

Classifieds
Office Open
TIam -5ron

Mon • Fri
Sri

pla(o

your ad 1.011

appeal.

you may call our office at 12701753-3482

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary appointments have
been made in the
Calloway Dirtrict Court
All claims arsine these
appointments should be
filed with the clerk and
the fiduciary within six
months of the date of
qualification
Estate of Harold B
H•ugh, 773 Robertaon
Rd South, Murray, KY
42071; Case /08-P.92,
Fiduciary Kelly Haugh,
773 Robertson Rd. South.
Murray, KY 42071.
Gary
Attorney'
Haverstock, PO Box
1076, Murray. KY 42071
Appointed: 04-21-2008
Estate of Derek L
Glutton, 226 Dowdy Trail,
Murray, KY 42071. Case
Fiduciary
/08-P-87.
Jeanne Clawson, 225
Dowdy Trail, Murray. KY
42071, Attorney: WA;
Appointed 04.18-2008
Estate of Erma I
Zentner, 93 Kenwood Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071. Crow
Fiduciary
#08-P-91,
Michael W Zentner. 5630
Washington Way, Felton,
CA 95018, Attorney. Rick
Jone., 314 Main St.
42071,
Money, KY
Appointed 04-23-2008
Laverne
of
Estate
Elkina, Pt) Box 4.
Kfrksey, KY 42064. Case
Fiduciary'
/08-P.98,
Lynn E Door., 632
Warren Rd , Sedalia. KY
42079. Attorney Sid
Keeley, 204 South 8th St
Murray, KY 42071,
Appointed 04-28-2008
&nate of: Juanita Lee.
414 South 9th St.
Murray, KY 42071, Case
Fiduciary#08-P-99,
Wayne Lee. P.O. Box 85,
72640;
AR
Guion,
Attorney Sid Easley, 204
South 15th St., Murray.
KY 42071. Appointed 0428-2008
Estate of Alice Oakley,
498 Brooke Chapel Rd .
Dexter. KY 42036. Cam
Fiduciary'
e08-P-100.
Mary Kirks, 498 Brooks
Chapel Rd. Dexter. KY
42036. Attorney Sid
Easley, 204 South lith St.
42071,
Murray, KY
Appointed 04-28.2008.
Estate of Everett R
Walker,617 Poet Oak Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071, Case
Fiduciary:
e08-P-83,
Conatance Walker, 617
KY
Murray,
Dr.,
Oak
Poet
42071. Attorney Rick
4th
North
304
Lamkin.
St. Murrray, KY 42071,
Appointed 04-28-2008

753-1916

BINGO

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger 8
Times
First Come
First Serve
e
Please
No Phone Calls

Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbia,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
I st Sat of the month

GET THIS
'XI
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Is
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using nes
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies menboned herein
are believed to be reputaole. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibiimy wnetsoever for thee
activities

Walled
ARE computers you
passion? Put your tal
ants to woe, in an entry
and
posrtion
level
enjoy the opportunity
IC grow with us We
need someone full time
who can do woo
design, help talk people through software
installs and learn new
quickly
programs
Please call Lorraine at
(270)436-2798 from
9:00-5:00.
Western/
REST
University Inn currentty
hiring for desk position
part time night
and
audit and housekeeping. Apply in person.
DAY shift and night
shift driver opening.
Must have clean dnarec,ord for 3 years
and be dependable.
Apply at Pizza Pro 605
C South 12th. No
phone calls please!

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on mu classified,
webpage at
murrayledger tont.
be redirected
will
you
to mbnetwort tom
By default.
Murray and local rob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
web:tate not all listings
011 the tobnetwort tom
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Time, Please cal:
Lis if you have any
question, regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you
DO you love working
wfth kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you' Foil time and
part time positions
available
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL time position,
staff accountant, experience preferred. Apply
to: Resume, PO. Box
KY
Mayfield,
949
42066.
SECRETARYTBOOKK
EEPER construction
and or trucking industry and plus. Send
resume to PO. Box
816, Murray

FULL-TIME custodian
Murray
large
for
Church. Duties include
general cleaning and
plus
maintenance
sound system operaservictions for church
es Weekeod hours,
heavy lifting and backare
ground check
required Send resume
with references to'
Custodian, PO. Box
1040-K, Murray, KY
42071.
insurance
LOCAL
agency has opening
for a PT position 15-20
hours per week. Would
prefer student working
Associate
toward
Degree in business Or
having business courses in high school This
is a year around position. Send resume to
1040-A,
Box
PO
Murray, KY 42071

PROGRAMMER ANA
LYST. Information
Systems Department.
Murray State
University Full-time,
entry level. non-tenure
track position to begin
May/June 2008.
QUIllifte119411;
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field preferred,
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience.
Knowledge -if applications programming,
systems analysis relational databases and
programming support
functions is a prerequisite. Experience with
SQL is required
Expenence with
PL/SOL, Oracle
Stored procedures,
and Oracle
Development tools
preferred. MI131 possess strong interpersonal skills (both written and verbal).

NOW hiring Days Inn
front desk. Apply in
person only 517 S.
12th St. Murray.
NOW tatting applications for all positions
and all shifts. Appty
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE Practitioner for
busy medical office
Excellent benefits. No
weekends or holidays.
to
resumes
Send
Family
Pennynle
Attn:
Physicians,
Resources.
Human
1724 Kenton St., Suite
2A, Hopkinsville. KY
42240.
OTR drivers needed.
wages
Competitive
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience
MVR.(800)468-6087
PAINTERS. Need a
mammon 3 years painting experience for work
in Murray For interview
call 93)-436-5353.
WENDY'S is now hiring for shill leaders and
crew members. We
competitive
offer
wages, tuition reim401K.
bursement,
for
opportunity
health
advancement,
and dental insurance
Apply in person MonFri, 2:00-4:00, ask for
Mike.
SONIC of Murray le
looking for experiRestaurant
enced
Manager. Pity rate
benefits will
and
depend on experience. Please send
to:
resume
Restaurant Manager,
1542 Caldwell Rd,
Murray, KY 42071.
Working couple seeks
full-time in-house SitMr/nanny for 8 month
old baby. Hours are
approximately
7 30AM-4:30AM
Monday-Friday Wage
is negotiable If interested, please call 270293-4479 after 5PM

Eltaraartarbilltrat;
Under direction of
Manager,
Administrative
Computing, provide
systems development,
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGard Banner ERP,
and parterre Si' duties
associated with the
support of university
adnenistratrve applications. Application

12aada1ia; may 71.
2008 IolioolY:
Send cover letter,
resume, and three current professional references to Chair,
Programmer Analyst
Search Committee,
Administrative
Computing.
information Systems,
Murray Stale
University, 1121 & T
Building, Murray, KY
42071-3347 or tax to
(270) 809-3465
WOMEN, and minonties
are encouraged to
apply Murray State
Uniyersay is an EIQUal
education and employment opportunity,
M/F/IDD. 4.4 employer
Steven G Sacora
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA Benefits include
4-day work week
Email resume to
steve0sacora.com

OUSINESS lig SERVICE DIRECTORY
nospiefe

PROFESSIONAL
house cleaning service
for Calloway Co .
affordable, and competitive rate
References available
Please contact Candy
at 270-2911777
clean
WILL
houses/offices 'lease
call (270)293-5806

You are resporiaable for the deductible that
Medicare doe, not pay $9112 on Part A 8131 on
Part B Call me for more information

Aii Orme. Tnnsporistera • Airport Service • CflthIlliDoMn

TREE HELP IN('LAIR num P0590' CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
- PREPLANNING

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS_*

.'ss

Dallas Willoughby
Prearrangemrer Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

Ill

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
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510171•6 POI Sale

Adidas

_1

For Saki
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old US Coln
collections. F`ayIng
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH pad for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

SpaSpring
HOT
Sovereign Model II 9
months old, with cover
and steps. water feature, massage ets.
lights, seats 6, $5,500.
270-210-3237.
REMODELING sale:
House windows- double hung with screens,
with
door
french
screen, garden tub
with faucets, 3 foot
walk-in shower with
frosted glass door,
with
tops
vanity
faucets. ceiling fans
and oak comer cabinet Call 753-8173 or
2914392

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go'
Unbelievable Deals.
Save
Only 4 left
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

1997 Horton Mobile
Home. 8006. 2 BR, 1
BA Would consider
rent to own. Now sittingin Marshal! Co.. but
could be moved Call
(270)435-4307 after

1968 64)112, C/1-1,A,
propane tank, small
front deck. Pipes have
been moved inside
Reinsulated, low utilities. Must be moved
270-293-3616.
270-293-6572,
270-767-2279

6Orn-

1983 Ferment 14x70,
3-BR I 5-BA. LR pull
out. Riviera Ct 51
moved
be
Must
$6,000-0130
753-0250 703-5804

111/1, P4111,

&Moles
Per $d.

REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Pans,
TN Call 731-584-9429
for more details

I. A IT E
Sit ET TION
11%1 I)

"'OWNER
Flnance'••
1 acre. 3BR 2BA,
$3,950 down, $495
month 2220 Wrather
Road Call Bonnie
Byerly Broker
270-752-0729

SPECIAL.
SPRING
new
a
Purchase
Clayton Hc-me rri the
April
and
of
month
PAYNO
receive
MENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS!! Call for
detail at 731-584-9429

IAN( I'.

VrAfin It MIN

1-20" Masonry Saw
Mese
Roller
1-2
Compactor 5,000 new
brick.
753-6311 or 978-0490

BRAND new washer
and dryer. 2 year warranty $750 or best
offer. Call 270-9781410
FREEZER $100.00
753-6012
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
I CDs Rear Projection
LG, Toshiba,
also
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers 8 TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0905

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

(270) 753-1/13
WE HAVE
MOVED
WARD ELKINS
GEIS F

the,5

Give her a subscription to the

.tieto se.
1105/61

MI RR41

5153

LEDGER &TIMES

I

Home Dellsery
Local Mall
Itallow)
3 ow.
$36.00
.1111
maa..-...........$35
3
6 mu
.455.00
1 yr....- 3105.00
I

Need furniture
We sell new 8 used
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main
761-7653

AS Other Mall
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 ass-.........$70.30 3m.,
$96.00
6 nos
.190.06 Sm...
1 yr...............$145.00

[

Norm Furnishings

Rest of KY/TN
rlYynryra ducharanr

Check
TV S, TV stands, oak
bookshelves, wicker
bedroom, household
appliances. vacuums.
753-7927

'i+dry Linos, II
,ie .eat.tpe.
'

SALES.40 E'TOR LOCAL AHVERTISffiG cAMPA.
P/H.5TIITERIFNDLY. AN0:01/7001N(i
•
. Will tram but salts experience recommit,
Sendresurne to;:Protelions Pliic
833N 1`2111$14,1450
80 47071

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

um Mara IN 11110,4111110110,asasas eais
Murray KY 411.71
1411111-1114757
1570750.50110

BOWFLEX ultimate 2
51.000. 293-5662

HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

Doe.s Your Polity Pay 10(115 lithe Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

(Si I

CLEANING houses 20
years experience 270759-9553

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

)
. 01
labp4J

)k,

TOM'S Grille now hiring for all positionsservers, cashiers 8
salad prep Apply in
person 1501 N. 12th
St.
WORK from homit
Incorporated 500 company. No sales, not
mlm (270)804-5648.

Formal Wear Headquarters

Visa

M/C

Name
St. Addresia_
City
State_

Isimur

Daytime Ph
Mail thre coupon

.111 P34.1418
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Parts and
Tractor
Service 759-9831

Money Order

JO 600 Hiboys 53.500
JD 6000 Hicyctes
Tobacco
57,500
each
15
sticks,
(502)550-4080
•

with payment to

Murray Ledger & Timex
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

ger & Times

Monthry. May 5. 2008 • 511

_

ilbsoltite 1,a11d

Hems For kb
REDUCED,
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage water
front lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock. concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248.500 00
753-2905 or 293-8595
TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side, freshly
remodeled.. one side
has double carport
Great location
$141900.00 Call for
further information.
/53-2905 or 293-8595

MILITARY HONORS

The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring
soldiers past and present with a salute to
our local military' personnel.
You can participate by sending a photo of
your active-duty or veteran family member for inclusion in our military salute to
be displayed Monday, May 26th. For
only $10.00 per photo.(one person per
photo)

LINES

-Wits

--hill Le.

-Non.1 p.m
-Mon. SFR
-MR.1 No.

pm
111issotori Investor
Murray, KY
Said-St:11f

A Short Drive from

Farm Location 1515 POTTS ROAD & TUCKER-GARLAND ROAD, MURRAY. KENTUCKY JUST OFF
HWY. 121 NORTH Front Murray, KY Take 121 North 5 Mites To Potts Road Go East C.e- Potts Hoed
Was To Property See Wu Peelle
- NMI IPIMISOCTIVE
PoW10. MIN IIMM111122111
I 1411.4 MITE Sr TM MIIOW SO REAL ESTATE TRACT RANGES -1.6
ACRES.4 ACRES, 10 ACRES 25 ACRES. 30
ACHES, AND ANY COMBINATIONS UP TO

Submissions must be received
by Tues., May 20 at 3 p.m.

-141p.m.

MURRAY
LEDGERIKTIMES

VISA I

PO. Box 1040 • Murray. KY 42071

30720 ACRES.

Orval Brown
Corporal • Army Air Corp
WWII
1943-1945

-.
1
1
1
i
i
i
i
1
I
I

:Your Name:

1
pAddress:
.
Phone:
'Daytime
1
Name.
Member's
'Service
i
Branch of Service:
'Rank:
I
lNumber of Years Served.
I.

roRY

LNCE

Cary
Pay 100'4 nil
:Mem!

ARE
WENT

!ductible that
net A, $131

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

MY CLIENTS
3 p.m.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

NION IMAM
MININSTORA011

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application.

Office Flours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.,6
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

NORTIAVEST CALLOWAY COUNTY
FARMLAND,PEACEFUL SETTINGS. GREAT
BUILDING SITES ON POTTS ROAD AND
'MUER-GARLAND ROAD TAKE A TOUR
MINIS FABULOUS ESTATE FARM. A
MUST SEE FARM IN N.W. CALLOWAY CO.

2006 Kawaski Ninia
ZX - 10. around 1.300
miles. excellent condition. Call 753-1499.
2005 Kawasaki Mule
liquid
3010, 4X4
cooled Very low hours.
condition
excellent
6
2008
56.500
Heartland
1/2'xl 0'
ramp trailer, new $900
Trailer weight distribution
hitch. $250
package
Complete
at
See
$7,400
0004177200041772
270-210-3547. 270753-6845.
Yamaha
2000
Roadster 15kmi Many
extras Can be seen at
Coldwater BBO 641N
776-0205
Aids Pats

*All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control

USED TIRES

753-3.83

Call 753-5606

14 15 16 Inch
Starting at S20
Mounted

SECLUDED INALLNK:srrEs.PRODUCTIVE AMAIN;DENTLT ROt.uNG HONENTEs. ANEmCAN
wPRE FEPICING ON PARK A PEIFECT MINN OPIRODN RNI CROP OR CATTLE PRODuCTrOn.
MINTDIR2Ilrit1IL4EJAS
AND MEAT
UV ANT glialrr. 4181111111111MW41111111 ell MPnon PRIVMPEREIETVI I T
MICHNI NED AT MANION AM MIRO NUN (II MITif mom iron man m N aumore, Kr

=AL ESTATE WILL WILL IT INS NI 1111,11AULIIII OF MCI!
Call ter &RAW imam of Mt:ormaarrisarelboamie
lit 11 15151I TIKSIS 109. Owes no, Marra Illelsors 1e

I

I

Wong For Rant

42071

Nice 2 BR trailer, no
pets. 753-9666.
For NMI

Waste
in
I
service

IV

II

[

1IFT
L
E
Mai 1for [
II---

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Adply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4904
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

1 Bedroom apartment
clean and nice, al
appliances, including
Pets
No
W/D.
(270)436-2524 or 2936906
I OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
os Far Ileal
starling at S200/mo
753-4109
BR
2 BR $375
1
$300,
162 BR apts. 1-year
753-9636
lease. 1BR $350.00.
3 BR. 2 BA with hard
2BR $475.00 Call
wood floors. newly
Hamlet North Apts
remodeled 701 Broad
753-7559
St. No pets $500
2 BR, 2 BA. 2211
monthly 270-293-4602
Barnbo Ln. No pets
Call 270-376-2746 or 3/4 BR, 2 BA, 3,000 sq
It No pets. 2 miles
270-841-5653.
from Murray on 121
2BR duplex, nice,
Deposit
South
C/H/A. appliances fur293-6846
required
nished. Vanous locaafter 6:00pm.
tions Coleman RE
4 BR, 2 BA, brick,
753-9898
remodeled.
2BR& 3BR apartments newly
available Great loca- hardwood floors Close
Ryan
1655
to MSU
tion 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no Ave. No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4802
pets. 753-2905
BEAUTIFUL
3 & 4 BR townhouses
washer
Bedroom,
$630-900 per month
No pets, Includes dryer. central AC,
free,
washer/dryer. smoke and pet
oven/stove, dishwash- wood and tile floors
$595/mo.
St
Vine
603
er and refrigerator
C/H/A Utilities not 226-8006.
Meadowlark
included
FOR Sale or Lease:
Townhouses
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
(270)348-0458
property with dock. 2
1/2 car garage. 270114BR, 2BA available
436-5258, 270-873appliances
now.
Coleman FIZ. 753-9896 7826
S- BR 1.5 BA duplex IN Puryear, TN, 1
Bedroom, lease rappliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898 deposit 492-9526
3 BR. 2 BA all appliances Available now.
More in free days
A&F Warehousing
Coleman RE 753Near MSU $20-50
9898
753-7668

M

Ii
I rot .1 \

t

Hernes For Sale I

Horton Mobile
80x16, 2 BR, 1
Would consider
o own. Now sittingarshal! Co.. but
be moved Cal
435-4307 after

NNER
e. 3BR 2BA,
iC down. $495
h. 2220 Wrather
Call Bonnie
y Broker
'52-0729
NO SPECIAL
new
a
lase
xi Home ru the
h of April and
re NO PAYIS FOR FOUR
T3,S11 Call In:
at 731-584-9429

',vow
011E IT'

E
°nIerlitalle
& Rental
Realty

Rental Property &
Propkety Management
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meal Mall
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EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
townhouse ($495). All
appliances including
washer, dryer, dishand
washer.
microwave. Available
6/1/08. 759-5085 or
293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applieslions for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income
Mobility impairment
Phone.
accessible.
Mon &
492-8721
Thurs
I 0-12am. TDD No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260!mo. 753-5980

to
lit your needs
Located b,
From: radio station

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am - 4pm

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
9600
SPACE HAVEN
Indoor Mint sieeag
*Climate Control
*No Lerrae
2437 South 7th St
-04TCOH

L

-nset:
fer
-TroaIM

1,600 sq ft office/ retail
available
space
$650/mo 293-2098
FOR Lease 3 buildings on HWY 641.
9.000 sq ft total Will
separate Warehouse?
Shop? Store? Forklift
service available 4928045
ofFitE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905, 2931480
SMALL office or store
front at 500 Maple St
Call Charter McKinney
753-8964
SPACE available
University Square
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobe Realtors
270 753 1492

DOG Obedience
436-2858.

2006 Toyota 4Runner
ended, 1/8. white
Murray 1 edger & toner [air loaded! DVD player
navigation rear back
Honking Art Notice
All real estate ads retied herein up camera. 3rd row
the
Fair
Firieral
to
o sultry!
bluetooth.
seating,
[lousing Ad which insists .t MP3
playback
illegal te advertise are. [relit
• Itnurahon disinmina- (270)293-8888
turn bawd on raee color reit
gum ro. handisap usivilual sta•
Used Can
run or national ono' intention to make any suit'['merinos limitations in, disenrnina- 2005 Buick Lacross, 4
non
blue
ice
DR,
Stair Ian. torrid yhsenrmnation 40.130mi. all the goodin the mile, rental or advertising
sharp.
of real mate bared on lactors iv ies. extra
additiim umu thisee protecteui $10,900 obo. 270-210under federal Ian
4016.
• inS knomingly a tepf ann
ddkr.tirng tot ma],tAtt• whal, .04 Buick LaSabre.
condition
lain
All excellent
is not in violation ot the
hereby informed $5.500.
permin•
4.1.411 dwellings ...berried are
available on an equal opportu- •95 Chrysler Concorde
nity hams
$2.300
For Went, as.istaniv with Fair 093 Escort Wagon
Housing Adortiong rri[o.re- 35+mpg, 89.000 origiminty .intact 514 ('tinsel nal miles, $1,800.
Rene V Warn. 171131640. ate
Make an offer 9785655
2001 Dodge intrepid
SE. V-6. new battery,
cloth seats, 4-door.
759-9451 or 293-3515
Lott For SIN
2000 GRAND Am- bad
motor. will sell for
1995 Camry.
parts.
3AC
REDUCED
bad motor $500 obo.
SARATOGA FARMS
back right corner. 293-0139
White fence in front
270-519-22e0
Vies

L

Homan For Sale

1637 Muller Street
Murray, KY, Bnck 3 BR
2 1/2 BA. sunroof,
garage
detached
remodeled in 2002 lots
of storage space, wired
with CAT 5 wire for
high speed Internet
and networkinp con.
sections, 2 blocks to
270MSU campus
559-4071
3 BR. 1 BA house, 1
block from Murray
campus.
State
Recently remodeled
1,400 sq ft. hardwood
floors, double drive$82,500
ways
(502)387-6054.

MOUNTAIN Cur squirrel dog pups Parents
great hunters on site 3
males. $2753 females.
$325 270-210-9247

FOR sale by owner,
148 Echnborotigh Dr.
West 2200 sq ft 3BR,
2BA. new in 2004,
759bonus room
1461

REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzers
293-1482

1 'A 1\11 1)1 SI 1
I 11 it I HI I It I'

SHIH Tzus pups.
males. $175 and $225
270-748-5575

I 1
I: 01-61

KEY MINI

WAREHOUSES

YARD SALE

1850 St R1 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

lx2
One Day $11.00
Two Days $16.00
Three Days $20.00

Jill. RENTALS-MINI-STORAGF,
720 S. 4TH ST.
ereer 011 121 s di Glendale.
10X10525 10‘15 640
127014.16-2524
(2701293-6906

Rest Estate

i
I
2006 Chevy crew cab
4X4 Z-71 LT3, loaded.
sunroof. 73,xxx miles.
$19,900 767-0028 or
293-1133
99 Ford Ranger super.
cab, 4 DR. 11214
loaded sharp $6,800
obo 978-1548

2x2
One Day $18.00
Two Days $28.00
l'hree Days $35.00

2611 Hams note boa
115hp motor $4,000
227 ,560
e20

• [AM
(AWN SER VICE
mewing, Mane
landscaping
'teal Vacuuming ,
samba tern guaraeteed
7 -1816 227-0611

•

Hill Electric
Since I 111th
24 noun wawa
Rrs , Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562

ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions.
decks home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage. tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured

FOR SALE OR LEASE
Joe Smith Carpet

$01;,:
•07mr
g:
:
7,iir,
it.di,fmctlwtn
lap

LiJ

• ill's1.11114
1.10

1591111(11
1 55% \('\UT

DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

•Spraying Onions &
Dandelions • Liming
• Fertilizing
(270)437-4407

1

270-293-5624

26a9.
I

110,4111,

mowing,
LAWN
mulching. landsceping. garden tilling.
293-5662

GlINIT0f11 Car Detail
One stop, clean-up
shop. Wash, was and
full detail. For appt call
762-1036

114 55

4\ \,ii

2711-753 -2

\1

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tieing, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00(270)4365277
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix it's repairs.
No lob too small
Gladly serving the
lakes area 436-2228.

/1.1 Sf1 \ 1

weekly & pedal pick
•locally ass ncd/operated
759-1151 • 293-2753
293-2754
H.1'11.11.11 f
Slit I'),
•
1101 st. Rt 121N.
753-8087

MOWING and trim
ming. reliable. scheduled Steven 767-9178
MARAS & Level
Construction
Roof
Metal
*Residential Homes
Guaranteed
-Remodeling -FlooringFloor Joist -Decks
-Vinyl Siding *All Home
Improvements We do
e all Home 759-4704
Cell 978-2391

1 & IA Lawn Service

Fredrick
Plumbing inc.

1,1dwidg. Plow",
fred Mukh
Milt I Knight
270-2274906
Any' Knight

•Ers•rb•ncs
Piumbins SlirstcriC
•nimmur •Remorhoi
•111•er consituction
Master Plumber
Oc•n•lod C Insur•r1

taiews-isse

(111111
1
,11111' .'11

NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding •Atl
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licenseclansured
nadeaucoostruction net

JOE S JOBS

111111-,

- Ilea, v muff,, F Irm on
Great IAIIC
Hwy. 641 North in Murray, KY

Builihng One approt 11.1.30 Sq. Ft
Building 11vo appro. 1440 Sq. Ft
Lot size approy 1.10.097
Land and Buildings Price $489,000.00
Property Can Be Leased
Grrat Location /or am type of trimness.
Picturci iq priuperrian he e-mailed to any
prosper rive purrhaser
.4rea apprec rating in value - Great emporium!,
Home to Marra, Stare (iii,emit%
Phone 270-753-7955
('ell Phone 270-978-0402

lit

11111
11111
11111
11111

o( R200. GRADUATES. 4 CL4SS 1CT
Let your graduate know how proud you are of
their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published 'n our Graduation
Tab on May 15, 2008.

Steven.
Congratulations!
We are Very proud of you!
Good luck to you!
Love.
Mom & Dad

B1 OWNER
3 bedroom. 2 bath brick. lull basement. 2 car
attached garage. large deck. CHA cell, I acre
land new carpet and paint. 641 North ot
Murray on Charlie Miller Road. Great potential. needs some updates. Serious inyuines
only 587.500

Home: 753-7549 Cell: 873-9388

I'%\ 1( 1".
3111

2'11

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured 489-

I R 11 I
\I

I 1,

759-4418.227-9484

\•.141 \I I'

iI

colt

[
1331
darriess Clod

II \\
\\ t
11111.:=1=11111

For sale 1999 Astro
Van, service van bins
and ladder rack Call
293-8192.

1111 \11

PRICED below
appraisal! New
3br/2ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II $249,099
Call 1 949 689 5998

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work
Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867

111\ 11

227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trim•
ming, and more

II1
dilI

I
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE rva
ONLY 675.00
A MONTH
CALL 753•1916

k 1,11

MURRAY real estate
licensing class Four
June.
weekends.
(270)223-0789.
deloiseadams@yahoo
com

i it lit!
IIt-

R

MIR WAldss

tl Home

Ma4 811t, 2008

60)

11111
11111

Deadline for
letters is May
12th at 5 p.m
Cost is $8
per message
No more than
20 words
School logo
will be placed
oa ad.

t)
LEDGER TIMES
'II Il

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916
10111

111111;

CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Monday, May 5, 2110s

JONES ROOFING CO.
QUALITY 111fORK1IANSNIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ONf
15 Yvon Experisitoe
•Taar-Otte
• Maw %pats
•Rumire
•Weriaratimlitla
Quanwitunti
Fiera
Meet 71814101111
Eatimeateal

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
nght on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899 or 293-5914

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting

01/Was
ROOFING Free estmats 12701293-4020
(270)293-1924

Gas,
1 11111$41

We sell & deliver red gravel, lg. &
sm wash rock, dirt sand.

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
occur
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Photo provided
WELDING CHAMPION: Justin Doyle, right, took first in the regional welding competition which was held at Mayfield - Graves
County ATC Feb. 27. Doyle is a senior at Murray High School and a third year student in welding at Murray-Calloway County
ATC. He is shown with Paul Caldwell, his welding Instructor at Murray-Calloway ATC. Doyle, right, then placed third in the Skills
USA State Welding Competition in Louisville Ky., April 1-4 and 3rd year student in welding at Murray-Calloway Co. ATC.

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Cornmercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
'Puesday, May 6,2008:
New beginnings are possible
this year, wherever you choose
to focus. You have drive and follow-through. Often, you will
create an uproar within your personal life in order to create more
security. This procedure might
not make sense to many, but the
ends justify
the
means.
Confusion surrounds you, and
perhaps even your thoughts.
Amazingly, you land on your
feet. A partnership plays an
unusual role this year. If you are
single, you will want a relationship. Someone quite enticing
enters your life. This person will
be very different from your past
choices. If you are attached, plan
on a second honeymoon. Just
this gesture will add magic to
worn bonds. GEMINI can help
you make money.

Published reports: Mariah Carey
marries actor Nick Cannon

Free puppies. part
Australian
Shop./
Border Collie. 3mo.
old. Call 759-9649.

by lamellaslbw
feedback, but know that you
don't need to do anything.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Easy does it. Recognize
your limas and make strong
choices accordingly. You will
accomplish a lot more it you
don't fight city hall. Focus and
remain direct. You know when
you have had enough.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your imagination easily
solves problems. Just be careful
that you aren't deceiving yourself. If you feel that this could be
a possibility, pull back Ask tor
feedback. Relationships flouhsh
if you reveal the real you.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Don't let others' negativity
get the best of you. Fatigue and
a sense of dragging your heels
could mess up the works.
Sometimes postponing could be
much smatter. A partnership
might not be working as you
would like.

BORN TODAY
The Stars Show the Kind of Psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: (1858). director Orson Welles
4-Positive:
(1915). actor Rudolph Valentino
3-Average. 2-So-so; I -Difficult
(1895)
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You could be hesitant.
but don't worry, you will make the
right choice You appreciate a lot
of feedback, though you could
be overwhelmed. Support yourself in the process
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Curb spending before you
are in a difficult spot. Think positively when dealing with a child
who might demand more than
you can give Know when to pull
back and say rso Your clarity
saves you financially
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
You need to pull away
from negativity. Think positively
about someone who often represents the voice of gloom and
doom You are clear with others
who respect your sense of direction
CANCER (June 21-duty 22)
*** Take your time You are
likely to be challenged or misunderstood right now Investigate,
evaluate and reassess dunng
this period What you discover
might be more important than
you realize Slow down.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You might want to
rethink a long-term decision. You
can weigh the pros and cons
only so much Go with your sixth
sense, and you will be OK. You
could be gettmq too much information Know when enough is
enough
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Let negativity go. and you
will find that work and relationships flow more easily You reght
feel as if you are your own worst
enemy Take your time and move
past a mood Throw yourself into
a responsibility
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Try to understand
where someone is coming from
You will feel better if you get to
the bottom of the problem. Once
you understand the dynamics, a
talk could point you in the right
direction
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Someone clearly wants
to understana where you are
coming from. You could feel
inundated by questions and
requests Stay open. but don't
hesitate to take care of your priorities first Investigate a financial proposition
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***it* Others come to you
Don't worry so much about thee
motives, lust respond Trust your
boundaries arm ability to say no,
even when others can't. Listen to

Murray Ledger & Times

Jacqueline Diger Is on the
Internet at httpfiwww.lacquelineblgarcoen,

NEW YORK (API — Nick Friday's New York Post also has ing the ring Cannon reportedly
Cannon is cast as Mariah the pair wed and E! Online quot- gave her.
Carey's lover in her new video ed a relative of Cannon's as sayThe release described it as
— but has the superstar diva ing that he called his family and "crafted from platinum and feagiven the young actor a consid- confirmed the news.
tures a square emerald cut fancy
erably bigger role in real life?
"He called us and told us all light pink diamond as the center
According to several pub- about it. We are happy for him. stone surrounded by 58 intense
fished reports. Carey, 38, mar- If that is what he wants then we pink diamonds and two half
ned Cannon. 27. on Wednesday. are happy for him." Linda moon diamonds on each side.
"The total carat weight of the
Neither Carey's publicist nor Cannon, identified simply as a
Cannon's manager returned family member, was quoted ring -- center stone is 10 carats
--- is a jaw-dropping 17 carats
requests from The Associated telling E!
Cannon has put out a rap with a value of $2.5 million."
Press for comment.
Cannon does have experience
If the pair did indeed wed, it album, but is best known for his
would be a whirlwind romance. role in the movie "Drumiine" with engagement rings. The
Word that the two were seeing and a Nickelodeon TV series actor, who has previously
each other first surfaced in the (yes, Nickelodeon — Cannon as romanced singer Christina
last few weeks. Last Saturday, II years Carey's junior). He's Milian and voluptuous reality
Carey was seen sporting a huge featured in Carey's upcoming star Kim Kardashian, last year
gave a 15-carat stone to
diamond ring on her finger at the video for "Bye Bye."
While Carey and Cannon (or is Victona's Secret model Selita
Tribeca Film Festival premiere
of her movie, "Tennessee," in it the Cannons?) were playing Ebanks as he proposed in grand
which she plays a waitress. coy, the famed jeweler Jacob & fashion — on the Jumbotron in
Cannon was at her side at the Co. was quick to publicize its New York's Times Square.
party. Speculation swirled that apparent role in the reputed Cameras were flashing as she
union with a press release tout- said yes. They split just a few
the couple were engaged.
Latina.com was first to report
that the two got married, at
Carey's home in the Bahamas.

77:

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An APPoinbilent

(270)753-6749

lingptal

months later.
The Carey-Cannon match is
already getting considerably
more ink, leaving some to wonder whether it's a publicity stunt:
After all, she's just released a
No. I album ("EMC2" is on the
top of the charts), and he has at
least four movies due out this
year.
But then again, Carey is one of
the most successful artists in
music, and hardly needs a marriage to get her attention: She's
already scored a No. I hit off the
album with 'Touch My Body."
This would be Cannon's first
marriage hut Carey's second.
She famously wed top music
executive Tommy Mottola in an
extravagant wedding in 1993.
They had a bitter divorce in
1998.
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Antisues'and Collectibles

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South

300 Main Street • Highway 61 South
/IllHazel 1 Kentucky

www.weritaidevt•Leom

Lnimetistiackyarcil
las Ledger & limes specialty magazine,
pttiaished this warner, will include area news
& feature st*s. photos, useful facts,
and reeleation information.
about your friends and neighbors
, 000
.
4
we

-aredloway and surrounding counties as

briag you the best and most interesting
stories from your own Backyard.

Backyard Pikes
1/13 Page Advertisement

$95

1/4 Page Advertisement

$175

I/2 Page Advertisement

$325
$625

Full Page Advertisement

I CMOS $75•PROCESS COLOR $115
Reserve ,mar spare by May 15ds cad save 525 AN color!
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Cal! Your Sale,Representative today at 270-753-1916!

NOW BUYING
GOLD, SCRAP GOLD & SILVER COINS

EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
1 FROM 10:00am UNTIL 4:00Pm

